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INTRODUCTION 

The problem of motivation in social control has been 

a matter of speculation for many canturia s , but it has been the type 

of speculation in which imagination entared inm.a:d.1nllm degree and the 

careful check-up of data, together with the attempt to secure more data 

as a base for further legitimate speculations, entered in minimum degree. 

Important progress has been made on the problem in recent years though . 

there is still the widest divergence of opinion among those dealing with it. 

From the standpoint of social psychology there are several well defined 

currents of theory within the field and the more important of theee will 

be consiiered in a later section of this thesis. From the psychological 

standpoint there a.re also great differences in the theories held by the 

various schools. The attempt will be ma.de herein to set forth the basis of 

conduct in the original nature of man , the method by which this original 

nature is modified together with some of the factors through which it is 

modified, and a discussion of what may be called with Woodworth---- for 

want of a better terrn---the ~amic nature of human behavior. 

Under the te:nn motivation are included two concepts 

which at first blush seem entirely distinct. First, there is the 

psychological problem of 'drive', or 1faci l1tation1 , or 'libido', or 

'original springs of action' or 'hungers', or 'instincts• ; the terms 

vary greatly as do the explanation of the tenns. but the core of the 

problem is the attempt to explain why there is a tendency in the 

organism to one type of activity rather than another and why with similar 

external stimuli the organism acts with such varying degrees of "pep", 

or with varying degrees of balking and blocking. .Again the term 

motivation includes the idea of •motives • as used in popular parlance, a.1 
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the statment that a parson acted from altruistic motives . Thia latter 

is , of course, sim:p4' an oversimplification of a complex situation; 

seizing one part of a cause and making it the ultimate and absolute cause. 

It would be difficult to draw the line between these two conceptBfs 

there is a. gradual shading from one into the other, and no attempt i• 

made herein to draw such a. line. 

Social control, according to Ross, "Is concerned with 

that domination which is intended and which fulfills a function in the 

life of society." It deals with the domination of society over the 
1 

individual. In the sociological sense every social problem could be 

regarded from the viewpoint of social control, but its central and 

generally accepted concern is with original human nature and the 

2 environmental pressures which give it its final shape. 

The problem of this thesis, then, is to set up a 

consistent t heory of motivation in social control on the basis of 

contact with the important literature of the subject. Thia theory will 

not be elaborated in an exha-~stive manner, but it is hoped to block out 

a plan \ hich could be followed in a more extensive treatise. The 

theais will also set forth the views held by social psychologists which 

form important currents of thought at the present time regarding the 

problem of motivation. 

l. E. A. Rosa, Social Control, A survey of the 
Foundation of Order, Preface. 

4·22-SM 

2. R. E. Park and E.W. :Burgess; Introduction to Sociology, 
pp 785-787. 
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The Basil of Unlearned Conduct in the Individual 

The orginal and unlearned basis of action in the 

individual is to be found in the implicit and explicit types of 

responses that the organism gives under appropriate stimuli before these 

types of responses have had the cha.nee to be overlaid by learned 

modifications . In this chapter an attempt will be ma.de to state just 

what this original human nature is as a basis for the discussion of 

what it may become through the play of various environmental fa.ctora 

upon it. It is outside the province of thi• thesis to go into detail 

regarding the neuro-physiological basis 6f activity. It is assumed 

that :t.he more important unlearned responaes have developed because 

of their survival value to the organism and the species at some time 

during their developnents. With a radically changed. type of environment 

in which to make adjustments the individual today finds himaelf with 

unlearned. patterna of behavior that are not only uselesa but often 

harmful. Yet this need not blind one to the realization of the fact 

that the primary source, historically considered., of unlearned. responses 

is to be found. in their serviceability. 

It i1 ob#iously true that the individual does not a.et 

from day to d.q upon the aame dead level of conduct as might be 

expected. were the reflex arcs of the nervous system acting undisturbed 

within the orga.nilm. "The main facts which can be obtained by 

observation aeem to center around the following:: (l) The human being 

seems at times to work at a higher level of energy than a.t other 

timea; (2) at times the individual worka with a persistency far beyond 

that ordinarily displqed; ( 3) the individual seems totally unable to 

acccmplish his daily duties, execute his stable habits; we 1pea.k of 
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him a.1 being excited. . flighty• or 811 depre11ed." Evidently the 

"organic tone change1 from time to time, ••• the individual 

l 
di 1play1 an increaee or d.ecreaee in emotional tone." Laboratory 

1tudie1 have 1hown the cloee correlation xiating between emotion• and. 

• cretiona of th ductle11 glanda, and theee point to th po11ibilit7 

of a cloee corr lation exiating bet een the 1ecretiona of these 

glands and the amount of "drive" or th lack of it hich exi1t1 in the 

individual organisn at a particular time. Thie evidence muat be 

briefly coneidered in it• bearing on the problem of motivation. 

S,garding implicit re1pon1 1 (snot ions) ateon ha.a 

found in hit laboratory 1tuciie1 upon human infants three unl rned 

pattem1; tear, rage and lovef Th peyliological be.ail ot !ear and 

rage haa been 1tuciied in tome d.eta.11 in the Harvard. laboratoriea b7 

Cannon and other•~ orking 1th cate • dogs, rabbih and guinea-pig• 

he ha.a tho the resulta upon an organism of arousing ~ear or rag and 

aome of the important bodily change• that take pl.ac • Thia work: in 

10 tar a.a it). 1 pert in nt mq be rized. briefly. 

In certain 1pe d.fio litu.ation1 the a.cir nal glanda, 

hich are clot ly attached. to th kidn971, are 1timulated. to make 

l. W hon, Paychology from th Standpoint of a B h.avioritt, 
p 182. 

2. ''.An emotion it an red.itary ttern-r •ion involving 
profouni change• ot t bodily chani , a1 a 'hole, 
but particularly of the vilceral and. gla.nd.ular q1t .• 
Wat1on , ibid p 195.· 

3. S • B. Cannon; Bodily Changes in P in, Hunger, F 
and :Rage. 
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more than their nor~al aecretion o! adrenin into the blood. Thia 

in turn is an important factor if not the d.eterming factor in bringing 

about changes in the organism which und.er certain primitive condition• 

would make aurvivial through struggle or flight far more possible. The 

digestive process is stopped almost entirely. Cannon ahowed thia by 

his work with Rontgen Ra.ya, indicating that theii was no movement of 

the stoma.ch or ama.ll intestines in situations normally producing fear 

or rage. Both the regu.lar churning movements of the stomach and the 

kneading movements of the small intestines are stopped during fear or 

rage. The work of Pavlov and others 1• cited showing that the 

secretion of gastric juice and the fUw of saliva is greatly retarded 

during emotional atresa.4 "In other words, at times of pa.in and 

excitement sympathetic discharges, probably aided by ad.renal secretion• 

simultaneously liberated., will drive the blood out of the vegetative 

organs of the interior, which serve the routine needs of the bo~, into 

the skeletal muscles which have to meet by extra action the urgent 

demands of a struggle or escape." The heart is stimulated at au.ch 

times to greater activity as is the central nervous system while the 

bronchioles of the lungs a.re apparently made to relax allowing 

greater rapidity in the circulation of air through the lungs in the 

process of oxidizing the blood. Cannon made tests with 1trip1 of 

intestinal muscle which is often sensitive to adrenin in the ratio of 

l to 2,000,000. Using the threshold of stimulation aa ~ measure of 

irritability he showed that the injection of adrenin (1: 100,000) 

4 . The experiment of Bickel and. Sasaki is ci tad. a dog 
produced 66.7 cubic centiIISters of gastric juice in 20 minutes, 
the first five minutes being occupied in sham feeding, the 
food being removed through an opening in the eso];i'lagus before 
reaching the stomach. At another time the dog though hungry, 
produced only 9c .c. of gastric juice when a oat was brought 
near him. 
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increased the irritability of the muscle 46 percent while the nerve-

muscle action is bettered 75 percent. Normal rest, it is stated, 

requiries 15 minutes to two hours, depending on the type of work, to 

restore the mu1cle. Increasing flow of blood, sweeping away the 

results of oxidization, is shown partly to account for the remarkable 

recovery of irritability. However, experiments with amyl nitrite which 

failed to give res~s at all comparable indicate that the recovery 

is due primarily to adrenin. Cannon concludes that what rest will do 

6 for a muscle only after hours adrenin will do in five minutes. The 

liver ia indirectly stimulated to pour out sugar into the blood which 

is its best source tor quick oxidation. Thi• is shown by glycosuria, 

or sugar in the urine, which does not occur except when the no:n:nal 

amount of sugar in the blood is exceeded. After great er:notiOnal 

stress, as after final examinations, a high percentage of the subjects 

show glycosurea. The direct relation of the adrenal glands . is 

indicated as Cannon ate.tea that glycosuria cannot be induced when the 
7 . 

adrenal glands are remov.ed.. Apparently adrenin causes the blood to clot 

more quickly which would obviously aid the organism in mortal combat. 

Splanchnic nerve stimulation increases the rapidity of blood clotthing 

while in the absence of the adrenals this hastening is not present. 

Anger, for example, causes the blood to clot more rapidly in cats.8 

C8llllon•s general position is well indicated in the 

following quotation. "According to the argument here :presented the strong 

emotions, as fear and anger, are rightly interpreted as the con-

comitants of bodily changes which may be of utmo1t service in subsequent 

6. Ibid. p 133 
7. Ibid. p 79 
a. Ibid. p 178! 
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action. Theae bodily changes a.re so much like those which occur in 

pain and fierce struggl.,._ that, the emotions m~ be considered a1 

foreshadowing the suffering and intensity of actual strife. On thia 

general basis, therefore, the bodily alterations attending violent 

emotional 1tates would, as organic preparations for fighting and 

possible injury, naturally involve the effects Which _pain itself would 

produce. An increased blood sugar, increased ad.renin, an ad.apt ed. 

circulation and rapid clothing would all be favorable to the 

9 
preservation of the organism that could best produce them." 

Discussing Cannon's work, Woodworth states in hi• 

10 Dynamic Psychology: "The significance of these discoveries for the 

psychology of the emotions ia evidently very great. The bodily changes 

that accanpa:ny «notion are now seen to be much more than merely 

incidental. .At lea.st in the cases of fear and anger, they are of 

extreme importance as a preparation for the overt action which i• likely 

to follow; and the 1ame can be said of the pleaaurable state of 

appetite for food. Whether the conscious anotion conaists entirely of 

sensations of these internal changes, cannot be said; but it i• quite 

likely tobe that in part, 1ince organic senaations must result from the 

internal changes descrl bed. Cannon mentions the feeling of great 

strength that attends the bodily state of readiness for great exertion; 

and it i• not unliksly that thi• feeling i• a complex of organic 

sensations. In part, then, it ii rather probable that an emotion 1a the 

way the bo~ feels when it 1• prepared for a certain reaction." 

9 • Ibid. p 2llf 
10. p 54. 
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Cannon's work may need to be revised as to detail . 

Watson states. for example, that hia conclusions regarding the 

hastening of blood clotting have not been entirely confirmedtl Moreover 

certain parts of hi• work ~ wander somewhat afield from the problem 

of motivis.tion here under consideration yet it is aumnartzed aa clear]¥ 

indicating the 1cientific and experimental approach through which 

progress is to be made in the stuey of any phase of human behavior. 

Information bearing on the action of other ductle1s 

glands upon the organism is &1.lillIDB.rized by WatsoJ.2 These glands 

produce auta.coids which are substances released in the circulato17 

fluid "to produce effect upon other organs similar 19. ~e produced 

:21 ~s.n Very little is known directly regard1ngs the auta.coids other 

than adrenin, as they have not definitely been isolated. Much haa been 

learned, however, through the extirpation of these glands or though 

their overactivity, as in pa.thological condition1. Not only do they 

facilitate or inhibit the developnent and f'Ul'lctioning of the nervous 

system and larger organs of the boccy but there is a complicated system 

by Which the autacoid from one gl~ inhibit• or faciliates. as the case may 
I\ 

be, the action of another of the endocrine glands. The two lobes of the 

tb¥roid with the four parathyroids are removed, the animal usually 

dies within a few ~s or at most in a few weeks. "At first only the loss 

of ap:petite indicates that anything is wrong. After this the reflexes 

become exalted, "and later cramp-like contra.ctiona occur and. 

eventually convulsive fits . " This ma.y be accompanied by a rise 1n 

temperatur and rapid gasping respiration. For thia reason, "It is 
,., 

assumed that the parthyroids yield an a.utacoid of a restraining type 

which tend• to prevent overexertion of discharge of nerve cells. n There 

p 221 
182-193 
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ia also come evidence that a aeccnd autacoid i• produced which 

facilitates the developnent of the skeltal bones. Removal of the 

tyroid gland, on the other hand, can be carried out without causing 

death though there is a general arrest in physical developnent in

cluding the cells in the cerebral cortex, a general lowering of 

organic tone, and many other physiological changes. Too much of the 

tyroid autacoid, as tested 97 administering thyroid extract, will 

produce "a lowering of blood-pressure, rapid pulse, with some 

irregularity, nervous excitability, flushing of the skin, increased 

perspiration and increase of nitrogen metabolism." The autacoid, 

therefore, "seems directly to increase the excitability of nerve oella. 

It is proaable that more than one aute.coid is secreted, since some of 

the results seem to show that it reatrains the activity of certain 

other organs, 1uoh as the pituitary gland." When the thyroid 1a removed 

the pituitary bo~ develop• to more than ita normal size and the amount 

of its secretions is greatly increased. Again, "In the young thyrodec

tomized subject the generative glands are but imperfectly and slowly 

developed, sexual infatilism being the rule." The adrenals are effected. 

by the tyroid "acting as a direct stimulus to the supra.renal capsules, 

causing them to yield adrenin to the blood in larger quanjtities." 

The pituitary body is a small gland which lies at the 

base of the Crain just posterior to the optic chiasma and is divided 

into an a.nterior and posterior lobe. lfNhen extracts from the 

posterior love are injected into the circulation, the heart rate ia 

slowed and the blood-pressure raiaed, but the effects are less marked 

than in the case of adreniri. These extracts aean to exerciae a 
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stimulating effeot upon the involuntary muscles of the boey; the 

inteatine, bladder and uterut are made to contract directly." When 

the glaa it over active gigantiem reaulta; when the secretion i1 

diminiahei there i• obesity and sexual infantilism. 

Other glands aecreting autacoids include the pineal 

gland, sexual glands and the pancreas . The pineal gland, located on 

the posterior aspect of th brain 1tEm 11 b lieved to secrete an 

inhibitory autaooid aa any disturbance of it• function• in the child 

will reault in ra.pid cievelopnent of the reproductive organs together 

with increased growth of the 1keleton, Ex:perimenta on the aexual 

glanda indicate that they contro~the developnent of the secondary aex 

characters through autacoids from the ovaries and te1te1. Thia 'fIJ.8J' 

be shown by transplantation. "There i• some evidence to 1how that 

theae autacoidt have a 1ignificant role to play in the control of other 

gla.nda.• Evidence 1how1 that an internal secretion into tho blood 

1treE1n from the :panorea.1 inhibit• the too rapid conver1ion of blycogen 

into 11J8&r• 

The original lituationa which bring t r r sponte1 in 

th human infant teem to be the 1u4-n i tbd.rawal ot support or loud 

•trident 1ouni1. "Tho re1pon1ea a.re a 1udd.en catching of the bre&th, 

clutching rando:nly i th the hand.a, (the graaping reflex invariably appeafing 

when the child i• dropp d), tud.den clo1ing of the eye-lid•, puckering 

of the lip•, crying. In regard to th• age at which !ear re1pon1e1 first 

appear, we ean 1tate with aome 1urene1a that the above mentioned. group 

13 of reaction• ap:peara at birth.• Bag• ii produced b1 hampering the 

infants movement1 . •rt the face or bead 1a held, cryin result•, quicklf 

13. a.tson, Op. Cit. p ax>. 
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followed by screaming. Tha bo~ stiffens and fairly well-coordinated 

slashing or striking movements of the hands and arms res~lt; the feet 

and legs are drawn up and down; the breath is held until the !ace is 

flushed. These reactions continue until the irritating 1itu.ation is 

relieved. and sometimes do not cease then.n14 

No such important physiological studies as those of 

Cannon have been made with .l.2ll., using this word. aa does Watson as being 

practically identical with .!H in the Freudian aense. Probably the word 

love will meet with lesa resistance than 1ex though it is more likely to 

be misunderstood. Says Watson, "The original situation which calls out 

the observable love responses aeems to be the stroking or manipulation 

of acme erogenous zone, tickling, shaking, gentle rocking, patting and 

turning upon the stomach across the attendent•s knee. The response 

varies, If the infant is crying. crying ceases, a smile appears, 

attempt• a.t ~rgling, cooing and finally, in slightly older child..ren, 

extension of the arms, which we ahould class as a forerunner of the 
15 I 

embrace 1n adults." The imnenae volume of literature t~t has grown 

up in the field of Psychoanlysis deals ma.inly with love after it ha.a 

been greatly modified through aocia.l contact• and will be considered 

in more detail later. 

Turning to the explicit side of unlearned human conduct 

one finds the greatest variety and conflict of opinion• among 

psychologist . (lt may be stated that, of course, any division of behavior 

into implicit and explicit types must be aimply for convenience in 

diacuasion. There ie no clear line \\hers one end.a and the other begin• 

for always the entire organism in action 1a dealt with, not aome segment 

ot it). There are, for example, innumerable lists of instinct• and 

14. Wataon Op. Cit. p :IX>. 
15. Op. Cit. p 3:)1. 
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th attsnpt 1a made to explain . oat if not all of human behavior through 

the drive of highly organized instinctive aeta for Which the organilm 

finds outlet. Several difficulties are apparent in thh position. T~ 

experimental work upon human subjects that can be relied u n 11 

ao scare as to make a satisfactory statistical check up of 1n1tinct1 

impossible , while at the present time the word instinct is used in 

different senses by various writer1. Moreover unlearned responses 

are verlaid so quickly by learned responaea in the human infant that 

to discover just what 11 "instinctive• has grave obstacles. However, 

writers agree that the word instinct include• an inherited mode of 

response. If this be true there mu.st be a definite correlation between 

the inherited structural change ani behavior. The instinct must be 

a set or pattern within the organillll which give• it greater readiness 

to respond in a definite and specific manner to be appropriate stillllli 

than to respond in any other wa1. To Wood orth, for example, "Inatinct 

is native behavior." !llo, In terms of th nervous 11atem, c1n instinct 

is the activity of a team of neuroneas, so organized, and so co mected 

ithmusclea and sense organs, as to aroua certain motor reactions in 

reaponsa to certain senecrry stimuli. t6 Ho ever, if th moat elaborate 

experiments could. be carried out upon human infants there woul still 

be a large aphare of natiie behavior unexploNd as th inatinctiv ty a 

of conduct 'fO through a maturing proc 11 after birth. Tbs trans

formations of the sex instincts at puberty are su.t'f icient illuatration 

of this. The problem of unraveling what ii native from hat has been 

acliuired appears almoat inau_ rable. 

16. R. S. Wood.worth, Psychology, A Study of ental 
lite, p 105-107. 
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It has been suggested that the udversality of types 

of conduct may serve as a guide to determine what conduct, is native and what 

is acquired. Thus Woodworth states: "The criterion of universality, 

in the light of these facts, come dovm to th11:· that when all 

individuals having~he same descent show a trait in cozm.on, that trait 

is to be regarded as belonging to their native constitution - unle1a 

evidence can be bro·u.ght forward to the contrary. P To the student of 

society the fallacy of this position mu1t be obvious. .AJnong human 

beings where conduct ia ao predominantly upon a. learned basia; where 

inertia tradition, custom, folkways, "the cake of custom", are so 

oppressive and yet such subtile social controls as to bring into line all 

but the most daring and energetic individuals, the burden of proof would 

seam to rest squarely upon the one who would prove any particular 

behavior trait as native. Moreover the great variety and color in the 

existing liat of instincts should give the scientist pause before 

proceeding upon such doubtful ground. The fact that the daring 

individual who defies custom does exist would seem to be no argument 

against this contention for it is, unfortunately, very easy to aet 

forth as universal that Which is only customary. 

The question arises whether it is po1aible abstractly 

the set forth the normal and typical social environment in which original 

human nature ia to unfold. Thia is a fundamental question in considering 

the problem of motivation, for if such normal environment may be aet 

up, theoretically, then it ;'O.lld seem that for 1ociety at large it ia the 

merest quibbling to discuss whether a certain trait or interest in the 

ad.ult is an inherited instinct or i• largely the overlaying of 

instinctive behavior with auoh a mass of learned element• that in final 

17. Ibid. p 98. 
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outcome the trait bears only a distant cousin's relation to the 

inherited pattern of response . If a typical and nonnal environment 

can be postulated then it is unimportant in the practical formulation 

of a theory of social control whether we think of aelf-abas~nent aa 

an instinct , something structurally existing in the organism without 

training, or think of self-abasement as having certain root• in 

unlearned :patterns of response, such as fear, bu.t beflng ma.inly canposed 

of learned elements. Social control would need to take oog.nizance 

of it if it were always an identical somewhat. But is the self

abasement of the frail man before the bully ani of a scientist before 

the work of a great contemporary identical? Few would content in such an 

instance that they are identical yet calling a certain group of behavior 

responses that vaguely resemble each other an instinct has a highly 

confusing effect. It is easy to personify, to make authropomorphic, 

the conception of instinct. 

However, if we can nave original human nature 

unfolding 1n a no:nnal environment in such a manner as to produce in the 

vast majority of people certain fixed and identical interests than it is of 

small consequence• !ran our present point of view what they are called. 

It is here contended that such a normal environment cannot be po1tulated 

and, therefore, it is unscientific to group diatinct types of behavior 

having certain superficial resemblances together under a •ingle name. 

Both the modern environment and the human organism are too complex 

to make possible such treatment. 

Regarding the actual environment as it exists today 

it is obvious in what vastly different worlds people livs during the 

formative period. of lite. The contra.at between city and. country; tlB 
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differance in economl::c conditions as reflected in hovel or palace hqne , 

wh: ther first child or last for example - all these environmental 

differences, to mention only a few of the mo~e obvious ones, would 1eem 

to make the postulation of a normal environment impossible and to give 

point to the contention that an in1tinct cannot be thought of as an 

identical fore£ or essence in different individuals. We shall return 

later to a consideration of thi1 problem in some detail. 
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The Modification of Unleal!lled Conduct 

One of the most fund.a.mental and probably the 

earliest methods by which original human nature becomes modified ii 

through the operation of the conditioned reflex. The work of the 

Russian :physiologist Pavlov together with extensive experiments by 

Bechterew, Watson, Lashley and others show the ease with which unlearned 

behavior is modified by the conditioned reflex. This for the sociologist 

points to the danger of attem~ting to put down just what the native 

behavior sets are. 

Pavlov found when a bell was sounded at the same time 

that food was offered to a dog, and this repeated many times, the bell 

could be rung alone and the secretion of the s4tlivary glands would take 

place in response to it. The response, however, is influenced by many 

factors and is, therefore, more subject to variation than is the original 

reflex. Pavlov states; ~In the psychic form, on the other hand, 

qualities unessential or merely inCidental pl~ an important role. The 

optic and olfactory properties influence the result, although, dissociated 

from the particular objects, these qual ities have no secretory influence 

of themselves. Even conditions altogether collateral t? the stimulus, such 

as the room and furniture of the roan in which the animal is placed, the 

vessel containing the food, the presence of the attend.ant who ordinarilf 

feeds the animal, the sound of hia approach, produce an effect. It 11 

not surprising that the marked feature of a result depenient upon 10 

many factors is a considerable degree of fickleness and inconstancy. 

The psychological effect in comparison with the physiological is de:pendent 
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on a far greater n1)mber of conditions. The PSYCHIC REFLEX is a 

CONDI'l:IONAL one, but it never occurs v ithout perceptible stimulation of 

l some sense-organ fran without . " 

Electrical stimulation given repeatedly to a man'• 

finger at the same instant that an auditory stemulus is presented will result 

in the response to the auditory stimulus being given when the electrical 

stimulus is no longer present . This is illustrated in daily life by many 

a.n instance such as the boy whose mouth waters upon the mere mention of 

cracker-jacks . Originally only the taste of food. in his mouth would cause 

the saliva to be secreted; he has built up a conditioned reflex toward 

this delectable substance • 

.According to Woodworth, 11The explanation of all 

instances of the conditioned reflex is the same. We have an effective 

stimulus acting, i e., a stimulus strongly linked with the response; and 

we also have acting an ineffecti\e stimulus, which gets drawn into the same 

~eaction. The effective stimulus determineswha.t response shall be made, 

and tha other stimulus finds an outlet into that response , being as it 

seems, attracted toward the activated res onsa, sucked into it. The 

weak linkage from the ineffective stimulus to the response , being thu1 

used and strengthened later enables this stimulus to arouse the response 

single-handed. " 

This could be represented gra.thically 

s, Stimulua R, Response 

At first we have: 

Si---> ) l\1 

Sz- --_,.) T --------~R2 ( aub- threshold) 

Thia in time becomes: 

--- ..,,.) Rl 

fr~.--~1 
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It is poasible that thi1 series could be lengthened 

indefinitely on the basis of the conditioned reflex. Again, regarding a 

particular food and the reflex flow of saliv .a, it has been suggested that 

the following conditioned reflexes are often pyremidea., as it were, 

one upon another. 

Taste S l--> )- R 1 

Smell s a ~'-----~ R 2 

Touch s 3.,... __ >j----~ R 3 

Sigh S4 -->i---·~ R4 

Sound S s-· --> i-.. --~ R 5 

--~) R1 

Until t he linage% -.....----->j is established. This llllll.ght go on 

4' -22 · 8M 

indefinitely with innumerable modifications. 

Certain general characteristics of the conditioned 
3 

reflex point to its importance as a motivating agent in social Control. 

1. Persistence. "After the reflex has once been thoroughly established. 

it carries over from one day's experiments to the next for an indefinite 

period. Sometimes a single punishment at the beginning of a day'• 

work is necessary to cause the reflex too make its appearance. We a.re not 

able to state over how long a. period the unexercised reflex will persist. 

In one case we trained one subject thoroughly in May to the bell, then 

did not test him again until October. The reflex did not appear on the 

first ringing of the bell alone, but after the first administration of 

the comQined. Stimuli (at which the subject disrupted the apparatus 

although the induction shock was very eak) the conditional reflex 

l . I.P.Pavlov,"The Work of the Digestive Glands" aecond 
English edition, p 94. 

2. Psychology p 501 
3. See Watson,J .B. "The Place of the Conditioned Reflex in 
Psycho~ogy" , Psychol.Rev.March 1916 p 89-116; also hia "Psycholo 
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. 4 
awes.red regularly to the bell a.libne. n 

2. Reinforcanent and Inhibition. Fatigue shows its effect quickly. 

If the stimulus of the sound of a bell to which a withdrawal movement of 

the finger has been built up through the electric shock, he given every 

five seconds the response of the subject is normal. If, however, the 

stimuli be presented every two seconds the reflex will soon cease, to 

reap:pear after a ahort rest or when the interval between the stimuli 

is again lengthened. Whan the reflex begins to weaken it can be rein-

forced by presenting visual or tactual stimuli at the same time that the 

auiitory stimulus is given. 

3. The first response is sharp and diffused, but the individual learns 

gradually to localize the action. 

The importance of the conditioned reflex to the 

problem of motivation is indicated by Lashley in a note to his study of 

the salivary reflex and its use to Psychclogy .0 "The two latter 

phenomena."(i.e ., its total disappearwce with continue~ excitation without 

reinforcement by the unconditioned stimulus, and the possibility of 

using a thoroughly established conditioned reflex as the foundation for 

the f orma.tion of others) "furniah the clue to the nature of the role of 

interest and motive in complex human learning. A loss of interest clearly 

corresponds to the fatigue of the conditioned reflex, which seems to be 

the more fundamental of the two." 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to treat in detail 

the learning proca1s , but rather to empha.aize a general point of view 

regarding the ease of modifying unlearned responses in the human infant 

ani setting up activity on the conditioned reflex level, and also certain 

4. ibid. p 97. 
5. Psychol. Rev. 1916, 23, p 416. 
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hint1--for little more can be given from reliable d.ata--regarding the 

motivating forces operating in learned behavior. The lea.ming process, 

though the attachment on detachment of original stimulus and response, 

or the building up of serial responses, or a consideration of the curve 

of learning wi th its sharp rises and its plateaus, would carry the 

discussion far afield. Studies in the conditioned reflex, ho\ ever , show 

clearly the difficulty of unraveling what is learned from wba.t ia 

unleanied in the human infant and point to the fallacy of the instinctivists. 

A brief consideration of the more important factors in the environment 

which effect the individual in modern society will make this point clear. 

Attention has been given in thia section to the 

individual organism as an individual with the outside world coming in 

only incidentally; obviously ~ treatment of the lea.ming process for 

utilization in social control must consider environmental pressures that 

play upon the organism and mold it into its many diverse shapes. For 

social psychology is ":fundamentally the science of social control through 
6 

the organization and :..anipu.lation of the psycho-social environment." 

Through the physical and .biological environment the organism is modified 

by such factors as temperature, germ diseases, diorders caused by 

parasites--these things are obvious. Not so gemera.l~ r ecognized in the 

extent of its operation is the psycho-social environment ~hich consist• 

"of all those associated activities of men. in actual process or 

bypotheca.ted in fiction ~r theory, which a.re apprehended in the 

consciousness or the subsconsciousness of people and which are product• 

of the piiychical processes of the actors." In fact, "all the multitud.inou1 

6.Bernard: The significance of t~e environment as a social 
factor. Publications of the .Am. Sociological Society, vol.16, 
1922. Pp 84-120. The uotations following are drawn from thil 
source. 
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sources, which have so multiplied in recent times as to surpass by far 

in volume and influence all other sources put together, except daily talk 

and rand.om interchange of opinions and which constitue a vast magazine from 

which men extract their opinions, imbide their attitudes and draw the 

data for their constructive thinking, in so far as they are trained for 

this process , go to make up the surpassing richness of the psycho-social 

environment ." 

The savage as largely dominated. by instinct o~t each 

advance in organized life results in brining environmental pressures more 

insistently, at an earlier age, into play in aha.ping the personality . 

In fact, "the history of men has been the story of the growth of 

institutions, with their rich content of tradition and custo s, belief 

and ritual. Suggestion a.ni rational interpretation which have now come 

to have an irrmense volume and hich are clamped down upon the 

developing child from the cradle and. mold. him after their oV>n images, for 

good or evil ." The instinct, both of the type fully active at birth and 

the type which come to full maturity and integration on~ yea.rs later , 

and the implicit types of 1.ll'llearned responses, the emotiona, lie at 

the basis of human behavior as previou ~ indicated; these are modified 

through such mechanisms as the conditioned reflex which doubtless ia 

al a.ys ubject to variation through fatigue and a multitude of other 

factors as indicated by Pavlov in hi• experiments on the salivary reflex 

of the dog. Thua such complex conduct as the temporary disgust of a 

medical student with everything connected with medicine~ possibly 

be accounted for in large measure by the temporary exhaustion of 

conditioned reflexes stimulated too fee~uentl.y--as in crazrming for an 

examination--and will be restored to their former atrength, with a 



correa::;oading return of int erest in medicine. by a short period of rest . 

The extent to Which the adult human personality is the product of the 

psycho-social environment , however , is frequently neglected . An example 

of these modificati.,ns is to be seen in the manner the native activity 

tre~ connected with sex and child care are redirected by the operation 

of environment . "The fields of activity in which they function socially 

are now atand.arizad and controlled, as far as the mind of rational 

and socialized individuals are concerned , long before these delayed 

i nst i ncts appear. In fact, the psycho-aocial environment embodies a great 

mass of tradition , public opinion, propaganda, and literature , scientific 

and other , prescribing how these activity compleJSa must !unction. Mere 

instincts cannot be permitted to overturn this laboriously, often 

carefully, built-up system of psycho-social environmental controls. Not 

even the purely vegetative instincts connected with food and respiration 

are permitted to retain their pristine simplicity , but are disturbed 

and modified or suppressed by modern cookery an the other arts and 

mutilations of life. The psycho-social envionrnent masters us all; perhapa 

not as the philosopher wouldJesire, but certainly in ways hich tax the 

imagination of the ordina ry ma.n. 11 

How does it come about that the psycho-social 

environment actually dominates and shapes the personality of the individual 

to the extent suggested? In the first place , "dynamic factors in human 

society , such as the increase of popu.la.tion and its oonae uent pressure 

upon the industrial arts, the growth of knowledge &nd technique , and t~ 

'litili.zation of t,he na.tural resources and. inventive processes in general 

make neceBSacy new adjustments in society. These new alignments call 

forth a new aet of inventions, including insti tutional and other more 
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temporary group organization, directed at first to the satisfaction of 

~an's instinctive needs, but in the course of time becoming ends in 

themselves." Society is modified so rapidly through the dynamic 

factors that biological evolution is not able to create new instincts 

rapidly enough to keep up with the procession; derived values are piled 

upon one another until social values may runftirectly count er to 

inst inctive trends thus opening the way to varying degrees of dissociation 

within the personality because the actual organization of society has 

gotten too far away from its base in unlearned trens. It t hus comes 

about that n:odern man has becorue"largel.y an artificial, clothes-wearing, 

idea-imitating, convention-copying, even at times a thinking, animal 

who turns his instincts to the service of artifically conceivei ends in an 

artificial, but much improved, society.• Language mechanisms - which 

Will be r eferred to again later-enable the individual to build up 

abstract thinking symbols Which in turn make it possible for him to 

consider the varioua results of a particular line of activity before BrJ:¥ 

overt activity has taken place. In other words, the indivi~ua.l can all o 

the habit systems with all their derived values to c e into play and 

direct a course of conduct under a particular stimulus which vill run 

counter to the first impulsive tendency to activity. 

The power thus derived from language mechanisms to

gether with the ease of habit forming in the human bein enables the 

psycho-social environment of one generation to be passed on practically 

intact to the next generation, 1th certain ad.ditons, which in general 

tend to drive the activities of the individual even farther from the 

unlearned base of conduct . The environment is constantly being abstracted, 

concentrated and s~bolized, and passed on to the next generation. National 
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educational systems are means of consolidating and passing on the psycho

social environment.7 

For most individuals the process of ta.king over the 

psycho-aocial envirorment is merely a matter of copying. Here are the 

models of conduct Miich society approves and disa.pproves1 copying the 

one it is discovered after many trial1, lead.s in general to greater 

satisfaction than copying the other. So it comes about that vast area1 

of the traditional point of view are taken over without ~uestion if they 

bear the stamp of approval of the grou~of which the individual most 

vividly feels himself to be a member. "But the more thoughtful 1 the 

better informed, types of men take them over refle~tively, that is, they 

in some measure conscioasly transform their environment as well as ad.apt 

to it." It is from thi1 latter grou~ , of course, that the most is to be 

hopei in solving the problem of adapting the environment rationally to the 

individual and ad.justing the individual to the environment. 

7.4 The schools transmit the tradition. They stand.ardiza 
our national prejudices and transmit the tradition. 
They do this necessarily." Park and :Burgess 
Introduction to the Science of Sociology, p 833. 
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The Dynamic Nature of Human Conduct 

Human motivation comes, as indicated, out ot 

organic needs and organic h'lmgera yet 10 great is the h'llm8n capacity 

for learning that the organism 1a soon operating upon a bad• 

vastly changed through combination• and modifications of the•• 

primitive needs. Obviously the different desires of the organi1111 

cannot be aatie:t'ied at the same time and certain ones can onl.1' be 

satisfied at the aacritice temporarily of others. In civilized aociet7 

the developing individual finds that he can best satisfy hi• primitive 

desires by carrying through certain activitiea originally distasteful, 

bl.t which aociety approvea. Certain habits group themaelvea together 

within the personality whose general dtift i• to a.rd the aatiafaction 

of some powerful primitive h'lmger, as sex. Other habitl will be 

built up through environmental preHurea whoae general drift will be 

in quite another direction, aa the desire for the approval of family 

and friend• for one•a conduct. Often times these two habit 11stema 

will come into conflict with ea.ch other and one of them only can find 

outlet while the other 1• "•uppreseed' 

The proce11 ot forming habita 1n this mMner with 

the frequent linkage of the group to some organic need or to a strong 

aocial taboo may go on indefinitely within the individual. It would 

then happen that when a group of stimu.11 are presented ~ one of' 

several mutually excludve habit groups might come into pl&7 and only 

one actual4' break into overt conduct. The above facts combined 

with the stu~ of' abnormal behavior, which representl normal behavior 

accentuated in certain respecte and leH emphasized 1n othera, baa 

.L-. ______________ _. .......... ~ 
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led to the formulation of the doctrine of the~· Where the group 

of habits i1 thoroughly consolidated, i1 held with a strong 

emotional tone tending toward definite outlet it is termed a complel. 

The wish in the writings of ~ authoi-a, particularly the 

psychoanalysta, has been given an almost anthropomorphic meaning 

which reminda one 1trangely of the'instinct11 of an older psychology. 

This is also frequently true regarding concept& of the •unconecioua•, 

'complexes•, '1uppression•, the, •censor•, •1ublimation•, etc. 

However, the general concept should be of great value in the stu~ of 

the individual and society becauee of the ~amic nature of the •wiah' 

or 'complex• as properly conceived and because of the Dl8lly phenomena 

or ordinary observation to which it offers a reasonable explanation. 

Thia in tum gives a promising basis for actual experimentation and 

check:-1lp. It should be emphasized that muoh of the material in the 

remainder of this section i• speculative. It is preaented because 

it is believed to hold great promiae for the further general at~ of 

the problem of motivation and its application to Social Control. 
2 

According to Holt, •An exact definition of the 

•wiah' 1a that it is a cour1e of action which some mechaniam of the 

bo~ is set to carry out, whether it actually doe1 so or doee not. 

All emotions, as well as pleasure and dilpleaaure, are Hpare.ble from 

the •~iahea•; and thi• preclude& 81J'3 thought of a merei, hedonistic 

P81Chology." 

l. See Hart, Psychol of Insanity, pp58-76. 
2. Edwin :s. Holt, The Freudian Wia8 and Its Place in Ethics, 

pat. 
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Again, - "We shall do well if we consider this wish to be. ae in 

fa.ct it i•• dependent on a motor attitude of the :i;hyaical body, 

Ythich goes over into overt action and conduct when the wiah i1 

3 carried into execution.• Holt stresses the fact that Ythenever 

evolution has preceeded to the point where there are two integrated 

reflex.ea in the organism. as an avoiding reaction to heat and an 

approaching reaction to light we have the beginning in crude form of 

the wish. The complex. on the other band. involves a large number 

of consolidated ha.bit• with high emotional tone, aa a "hobb~9 The 

higher we advance in the ac&le the more important it becomes to •tu.d.7 

the organiam With reference to the extemal environment and its 

reaction to thil external environment. and the leaa real insight can 

be gained by a 1t~ that confines itself to what goes on within the 

organism. Taking as an illu1trat1on the complicated conduct of the 

bee. with its hive building and honey gathering activities. it i• 

poasible to explain all thh through the operation of several thousand 

co-operating reflex.es. However. the st~ in detail of the peysical 

make-up of the bee and the operation abatractly of these reflexes, 

such as its response to the 1mell of the hive or a particular flower, 

would not be an adequate explanation of the bee•• behavior. It• 

conduct i• obviou1ly to be explained partly in terms of thing• outaiO.. 

itaelf. Thi• is what Holt term• the recesaion of the 1timu.lus. 

The importance of this concept of a receding 

•timulus in considering the behavior of .. so relative}T simple an 

organism as the bee is doubtle11 clear; its immense importance in 

h'Ul?lall behavior 1a evident from the vastly increas"1 number of in

tegrated reflex systems which are thrown into play by the ordina17 

3. ibid. p 4. 
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stimuli of the environment. Holt sta.tee;4"And one could not describe 

what the animal..!..• ~Whole is doing in terms of the imn:ediate stimuli; 

but this can be described only in terms of the environing ob.1ect1 

toward which the animal' 1 response ii directed. Thi• ia preciseq 

the distinction between reflex action and specific reaponse or 

behavior. As the number of component refle JIU involved in responae 

increases, the immediate stimulua itself recedes further and further 

from view as the si~ificant factor." It has thua come about in the 

ordinary stu~ of humul behavior that for the observer the atimulua ha• 

receded 10 far into the ba.ckgrO\llld as to be almost lost to view. In 

fact it ii not uncoimnon in trea.tieea on human conduct to find that the 

baais of conduct 1a sensory stimuli has been entireq neglected. An 

adequate treatment for Sociological purposes require• that a 

synthetic view of the individual and of hi1 physical and social 

environment be taken. To consider the individual apart from organized 

society ,1.e., the individual a1 an organized personality, i• a 

meaningless abstraction. 

Holt indicates that the relation of reflex circuit• 

to each other ia fairly simple. The muscles used in locomotion are 1n 

antagonistic pair• and so it become• po11ible for incoming 1.mpulaea 

to stimulate two muscles tending to move a member in oppoli te 

directions. If the impulaes incoming are equal then. the1 inhibit each 

other and there is no overt coniuct resulting. However, there i• an 

increase 1n muscle tonus. Sq• Holt: "If we call the sun of all sense 

1mpul1e1 at any- moment the • aensory pattern•, we shall pract1call7 

alw~a find that some portions of this pattern cancel themselves 

out by- interference, in the wqa described, while the remaining 

4. ibid. p 76f. 
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portions augment one another and produce the individual' a overt 

behavior and 4onduct.•5 Inaight into the nature of thought i• 

gotten by conaidering these antagoniltic atinro.lation• to mu oular 

activity Which increaae musole tonua but do not bring overt activit7. 

Tu.ming to abnormal behavior wefind striking 

illustration of the manner in which the with or complex opera.tea, 

vastly complicated of courae beyond the entagoniatic atimulation of 

two muscles. Write• Hart:6 •one of the aimpleat example• of it• 

action (i.e., wish fulfillment) is aeen in the ao-called 'betrothal-

delirium• , occaaionall.y to be observed in women who have bean jilted • 

.All tbe de1ire• and embitiona which hitherto fomed tbe kernel of the 

patient•• life have suddenly become incomiatible With realit7. Out 

. ot the intenae emotional 1tre11 engendered by thi• conflict an attack 

of inaanity develop•, characterhed by a dream-like delirium in which 

the frustrated canplexea attain an imaginal"f fulfilment. In thi• 

delirium the patient believes that ahe has been reconciled to blr 

lover, preparation• tor the wed.ding are in progresa, the bridegrocm 

arrivea, the marriage ceremony takes place, and tbe dream-atate i• 

prolonged indefinitedly in pictures of a aubsequent wedded life, 

each of which i• lived through with all the intensity of reality.• 

Illuatrations could be multiplied from abnormal behavior tending in 

thi1 aame direction. 

In normal conduct many inatancea are cited of the ay 

in Which the wieh operates. Where two ayatem• ot habit• atrive 

5. ibid. p 68. 
6. The Paychologf ot Ineanit7, p 149. 
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to break into overt conduct under •peci!ic •timull one •y1tem will 

often be unable to put entirely out of the running the other qstem 

and the one inhibited will find a circuitou.a outlet in an unguarded 

moment, as in a "•lip of the tongu.e.• Thia 11 what Freud. call• the 

p1ychologv of error•. None of the error• a.re chanoe in the 1en1e that 

they occur in an arbi tra.ry and unexplainable manner. They are not to 

be mainly explained through such factora as f'atigu.e. :Brill give1 the 

following illustration among lllBZ1Y other1. A group having danoed all 

evening at a private home expected to be fad a substantial meal by the 

host, but instead sandwiches and lemonade were tel'Yed. All were 

disappointed. It was a Pre1idential Year and Roosevelt was a candidate; 

the conversation natural~ turned in that direction. One of the guests 

intended to 1a.y to the ho1t: "There ii one fine thing a.bout cr~. 

he always gives you a aqua.re dea.l. 11 What wa1 actual~ said wa.1: "There 

7 
is one fine thing about Teddy, he alway• gives you a square meal.• 

Holt gives an illustration from hi• own experienoe.8 In calling on 

Mrs. A he had to pass the house of Mr1. :S whom he did not like, but 

whoae hu1band wa1 a friend. Unfortunately Mr1. B wa1 on the verandan 

and he felt compelled to go in and 1pend a half hour with her. "When 

I aroae to go I undertook to be amiably untNthful and to aa.1. 'I'm 

10 glad that you were out on the Te rand.ah a1 I was going by.' But nv 

treacherous lip1 actual~ brought out,'I'Di so 1orry that you were, •etc. 

The read.er mq be akaptical as to the cauH ~! this 1lip; but Mrs. :S 

was not, and did not invite me to her hou1e for over a year, as 

served me quite right,• 

7. Fundamental Conception• of P1ychoanalysi1 p 91. 
a. Op. Cit. p 36. 
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Slip• of the pen TIAy often indicate the 

temporary ascendency of a habit aystern which the individual think• 

carefull1' inhibited at the moment. Again, a maas of illu1tra.tion1 

are given, such as the following: :Brill discovered that two edition• 

of his volume "Psychoanalysis" had contained the word omilsion 

•P'lled Ommiuion. Thia d.e1pite the fact that the copy had been 

read at one time or another by stenographer, ccmpoaitor, profe1sional 

proof-reader a.a well as by himael:t. His explanation i• that the word 

occurred in connection with an account of the "Wicked Bible" of 1631 

in which the atatem.Jnt appeared "Thou ah.alt comnit adulte17• inatea.d 

ot "Thou ehalt not comnit adulte17ft :Brill continue•~ "The printer 

was fined and the Bible confilcated; I added that the publisher had to 

pa:y a large sum of money for thi• 'QIIIIliHion•. The explanation 11 

that as there was a fine in th11 cue for an ominion, 111¥ publisher 

gave me unconaciously an ad.di tional "m" for good mea1ure, so to say." 

On the same point Holt d.eolare1~ 11 It ia well known that an author 

camiot read hi• ovm proof 10 well aa another person can who ia le11 

tempted to preoccupation with the content1; and In8llY per1ons read their 

own proofs twice, once tor the thought and again for the apelling, etc.; 

because each set of con1iderat1on1 suppresses for the time being the 

other." 

Again light 11 thrown upon the WB13 a large amount of 

forgetting of namea and incident• and the misplacing of article• ta.lee• 

place. We tend to :torget more quickly those thing• which are 

9. Ibid. p 95f 
io. op. cit. p 33. 
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disagreeable and distasteful to u1, i.e., we push them "out of mind." 

They disagree with habit ayatems which 1ociety has indicated as useful 

and de1irable; or they tend to wound our feeling of 1elt-righteousne11; 

or they make difficult the couplacent viewing of our own witd.om and 

importance, - - for these or any other reasons v.hich would. make them 

unwelcome, the name or incident or what not is forgotten. Other habit 

systems block the way to the overt expression of ideas which would be 

painful. Several authors cite Charles Darwin1a Golden Ru.le of 

alwaya writing down imnediately any fact• or observations which 1eemed 

to disagree with his theories for he discovered. that otherwise they 

would quickly be forgotten. 

We frequently forget a name that has some painful 

association for u1. Brill gives an illu1tration trom his day1 as an 

1nterne in the Clinic of Psychiatry at ZU.richtl While reading an account 

of a certain case he was reminded. ot a similar case which he had treated 

sever 1 Yea.J'S bef9re. While at the State Hospital of New York on Long 

Island. Re started to write the patient'• name in the margin of the 

book and was unable to recall it. He began trying for the name 

through the free association method by which one allows ~thing 

related to the matter to come, without regard to logical aequence, into 

the mind and writes it down. He began with the associations early in 

the afternoon and continuing them until a later hour in the nigbt 

without success, he awoke at tour 1n the morning and being unable to 

<11srni11 the matter from mind, continued the a11ociations until the 

name came to him an hour later. What was the lituation't 

lle Op. cit. pp 51-58. 
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The patient whom he had treated and whose name he attempted to recall 

had been arrested for trying to burn down St. Patrick:' a Cathedral 1n 

New york. Brill diagnoeed him as a psychic epileptic, though none ot 

the other }ilysioian1 agreed with him. Subsequent event• proved hil 

diagnoais correct, he was congratulated by his associates, and began 

the preparation of an elaborate report o! the ease. The superintendent, 

however, informed him that he proposed to report the case personal~ 

to a medical society, thus preventing Dr. Brill from reporting it aa 

he bad intended. However, when the time came to read the report, which 

the younger peysician had prepared the superintendent told him to go 

and read it himael:f, which he did, discovering to his chagrin upon 

arrival that the programs were alreaq printed with the 1Uperintendent 

given as the author. The painful situation did not and there ho ever, 

for, against hi1 Wishes, be 1aw the manuscript taken over by a friend 

of the 1Uperintendent, editor of an obscure medical journal, when he 

had planned to have it published in a standard j oumal ot neurology 

or psychiatry. Now mien he began to make associations one scene 

recurred again and again to hi• mind. In thole d.a1s on Long Island 

foreat fires were frequent occurrences and. the ' s~cions a.t tha 

hoapi tal wera called upon to direct the work of preventing the !lames 

from spreading to any of the buildings. On a particular Fridq when 

a considerable amount of acrub pine wa.1 being burning, Dr. Brill was 

standing with another physician directing part of the work. Occaaionally 

as a rabbit \'t'ould da.rt out of the underbrush someone would succeed 

in shooting it. Continuing he writes, "A• I was standing there, the 

superintendent came up to u1, pa11ed 1ome remark or other and th~· 

•pying a rabbit some distance awq asked. one of the attendant• !or h» 
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lhot-gun to try hi• akill. 1a;ying: 'let'• aee if I can get that rabbit.• " 

All expected the ahot to mi••• which it did• the rabbit excaping. "He 

turned. to me and declared. 1ome'Aha.t uneasily, and by way of explanation, 

that his finger• sl1.£l1~d, for it was beginning to rain. I teemingly 

concurred in the observation, but in m;y heart amiled at hi• discomfiture." 

Thia acence recurred in the morning end with the words. "Let's aee it 

I can get that rabbit," the name came to mind; it was La.pin tbe French 

word for rabbit . "Later on when I counted my aasociationa I found that 

thi1 particular association came up twenty-eight times more than an1 

of the others." 

It ii probably a common experience to have names w1 th 

which there i• some painful or uncom:t'ortable association retuae to 

come to mind.. The writer ha.1 had ID8llY experiences of this 1ort and 

has finally succeeded in getting the name after a little perai1tence 

by the free a99ocia.t1on method.. He has not had the patience, however, 

aa probably few have, to carry out the aHocia.t1on1 to auch 1 ngth 

as in the case just cited. 

The misplacing of objects illuatrates again the 

general tendency of certain group• of habit• to protect the individual 

from experiences that are painful. Freud, 1n hi 1 General Introduction 

to Paychoanalyi11, give• the inatance of a man who having had a 

diaagreement with hi• wife i• unable to !ind a book which 1he had giv 

him. This cle1pite a long search for it. After their difficult1 

wa1 1ettled he went to his d.eak and got the book_ without giving it a 

thought. Otten times the long delay 1n mailing a letter ahowa that one 

part of the individual'• peraonality. i.e •• one group of habit•, 1• 

oppoaed. to having the letter go. 
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Agaµi in wit and humor we tee how a ha.bit ayetem, 

denied direct outlet, will find a channel of outlet in a more 

circuitoua manner. The 1um total of an individuals 1ocial habit•, 

t hose which turn outward and seek the approval of a certain portion of 

society for the individual'• line o! conduot, these habit• are often 

lumped together and. called the Censor, which 11 almoat made a person 

by certain writers in their zeal to simplify the explanation of 

human conduct. However, thil term like 1 instinct' and. •with' 

may be useful if used with a realization of it• limitation as being 

simply a group of habits. In wit and humor, then, we 1ee constant!T 

exhibited a manner in which the censor ii elud.ed by more primitive 

and. often anti-social habits. Thu• it 11 not cuatomary for a woman 

to 1tate at a d.inner part1 her envy and hatred of an acquaintance, 

but she ~ through a.n extravagant compliment in which 1he ba• 

oareful~ placed a veiled insult give Tent to her real feeling1. 

"Prtbably only a small minority of people utlize thil method as th• 

danger of "getting caught" 1a too great with the conHquent atrong 

aocial disapproval, moreover the woman would find it hard. to get her 

own consent, as it were, to 1uch a line of conduct. It i• at thi• 

point that wit frequently comea to the per1on•1 re1cue for it ii 

possible oftentimee to give vent to a raw emotion, as hatred, in 1uch 

a veiled and epigrams.tic manner a• to bring burst• of laughter from 

others who have the same 1eoret hatred or ill-will. 

An example of thia 1ort occurred to a 1outhem 

woman of refinement to whom a clerk made a dilparaging remark. said 

the clerk, "I'd bet a pen!V' you are from the 1outh." "How did you 

know that?" asked the woman. "Because you 1aid •you all'"• responded 



the clerk With vast self-satisfaction. "And I could have told that 

you a.re from the north, also", taid the woman. "How could you do 

that?" "Why", she continued, "by your ~ ~·" The writer ha.a 

head this story repeated many times to groups o! 1outhemera and 

always has seen it regard.eel. a.1 a bit of choice humor, and. received 

accordingly. The woman's habit system would not allow her to depart 

from the social conventions of courteous conduct toward tho1e with 

Miom she came in contact while at the same time she longed to squelch 

the impertinent clerk. The solution came more or le11 1pontaneou1l7 

in a rejoinder which made both of theae po1sible. She could not 

tell the man she regarded. him as typically 1tino and. miaerly a1 w ll 

as insultingly impertinent, but she could convey the same idea in 

different words. There i• doubtless another 1ource o! tatisfaotion to 

the southerner in thil story beaides the mere fact of a dis succe11tu.ll.y 

administered to a northerner,it contains indirectly a statement 

of superior generosity - a uiLtter of pride exemplified in southern 

hospital1t7. 

Of course the manner in which a joke 1a received 

Will ciepend upon the group of habit• desiring outlet in the person 

hearing it. The story just given would doubtle11 be considered 

without point by '!!IMlY people while to the person who 1till bad. a 

smouldering animowity toward the aouth (a memb r of the Grand J.nq 

of the Republic, perhaps) it would. aeem mere nonsense. Natura.l]Jr, 

however, the more clever the concealment of the real motive 11, the 
12 

Wider will be the appeal ot the witticiam. Holt give• a 1trild.ng 

illustration of the widening circle of appeal of an id.entica.l 

12. Op. cit. p 23f. 
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criticism of former President Roosevelt. 

" 'That •ere Rosyvelt i1 a -- -- crazy fool' 

(corre1ponding to no censor at all). 'The Old Colonel act1 lUm a 

brainl ess bedlamite• (where the reference to a time of extreme 

popularity, the charm of alliteration, the indirectlenn ot •act• 

like, and the somewhat cryptic value of the word 1bedlamite• all 

conapire to beguile a feeble censor). •ah, ye1\ Ted4 ii 

unquestionable our head.foremost citizen• (affectionate pla.yfulne1s ot 

the f orm 'Te~• ·aiid e.ppro:dma.tion to the encomiastic 1 foremo1t 

citizen•) • . ' .In the last great D~ of Judsnent President Rootevelt 

will undoubtedly take hi• place somewhsre between St. George and. 

St· Vitu1•." Few would accept the first form while even admirer• 

of Roo1evelt might laugh at th•· la1t form. It might be added that 

t hil form of wit and humor ii not preaented. a1 the only kind, but 

it i• doubtle11 more frequent than ordinarily auppo1ed. 

Veey much ha• been made by the Peychoanalyat 1 11nce 

Freud's publication of "The Interpretation of Dream1•, of the 

Phantasy ot •+eeping l ife and the day-dream of waki~ life aa 

tremendoua c~cell of outlet for thoH complexe• or wi1he1 which 

the dominant 1ocial babit1 hold 1trictly in check during the more 

alert and active :Period• of lite. It i• not n ces.ary to go into 

detail regarding the elaborate a.nd often fantastic theorie1 of the 

dream and it1 interpretation with the atte:npt to link it in almo1t 

every case with aome 1.ex auppreuion. Here again, however, it 11 

believed that there i• a valuable point of view tor the 1tud.eil\ of 

motivation and of aocial control. The elaboration• of :he uncon1ciau1 



are believed to be unnece11ary, for, aa Woodworth 1tate1, 

"Suppressed wiahe1 are u1ua.lly not 10 unconscious as he, (Freud.) 

describes them; they are unavowed., unnamed, ananalyzed, but con1ciou1 

for all that. It i• not 10 much the unconscious wish that find• 

outlet in dreams and. ~dreams, as the unaatisfied. wish, which mq 

be perfectly conacioua.~3 Neither i• it beliewed that motivation 

can be simplified into two main drives as the Freudian• would do. 
I 

These two theoretical drive1 are stated admirably by Will iam A· White, 

the distinguished Psychiatrist. After di1cu11ing uneon1ciou1 

motivation he say1: 

"At the psychological level we can recognize 

as this process of developnent ia going on with it• confl ict•, 

repressions, and ever increasing realm of the uneonacioua, two 

fundamental and controlling groups of desires. The one group which 

has as its goal aelf-preaervation and of which hunger i• the t ype , 

and the other group Ybieh has aa its goal race-preservation and of 

Which the sexual relation i• the type. The energy which drivet to 

these two goals mq be ten:ned the 11 l:d.do, that component fthieh driTea 

toward the self-preservation goal would then be the nutritiYe l~ 

a:nd. that oomponent which drives towards the race-preservative goal 

would be the sexual libido. Self-preservation and race-preservation 

are in fundamental conflict. The fir at implie• race-preaervation are 

in f'undamental conflict. The first impl181 keeping, the aeeond ) 1' 
giving. Personal developnent involve• certain aacrifieea which the 

Hlfish are not equal to and so we eee here one of t}:ie euential 

oonfliota Which lie at the bad• of mental life." When one link• 

13. Op. cit. p 507. 
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to the theory of these two libidoea the eon1ideration tba.t it i1 

the sexual libido which 1ocial convention• require mo1t 1everel.1' to 

be represeed, 'Ahile the nutritive libido meet• with on~ •light 

repressions when eompe.red to it, it is easy to reach the conclusion, 

in pure theory at least -- however, little experimental data there 

may be to support the position, tba.t the major source of motivation 

in social control ia to be found in the distortions of the sex drive 

confined to the unconscioue "The more one ia occupied with the 

solution of dreams, the more willing one nust become to acknowledge 

that the majority of the dreams of adulta treat of aexua.l material 

and give expreesion to erotic wishe1. • • • Let us recognize 

at once that thia fact is not to be wondered. at, but that it is in 

complete harmoey with the fundamental assumptions of dream explanation. 

No other impu.lae has had to undergo eo much suppreaaion from the time 

of childhood as the sex impulae in ita numerou• components, from 

no other impu.lae have eurvi ved 10 m~ and 1uch intense uncon1cioua 

Wishes, which now act in the aleeping state in llUCh a manner as to 

produce dream1.t4 

'?urning to tbs conaiieration of the dream itself, 

however, it 1a not difficult to find 1lluetration1 of the with 

:fulfilment mechanism. The child who dream• of bu1hell of 1trawberrie1, 

the Saint who in sleep views the City of the Bleat, the youth who 

dreams of great distinction and renown, all indicate commonplace 

dreama of the wish f'ulfiling type. The fact that 1everal wishe1 mq 

be involved may ca:nplica.te the form of the dream. A dream given by 

Holt ahowa this clearly. "Herr Pepi, a medical 1tudent, was called 
" 

in the morning when it was time to get up and go to the ho1pital for 

14. Interpretation o! Dream1, P 240 • 
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his daily rounds. He rouaed up, but fell aUeep again, and dreamed. 

of himself' a• l;ring in one of' the bed• at the ho•pi tal; at the 

head of the bed wae one of the official card• reading - 'Pepi H. 

Student of Medicine. Age 22 year..• Than in hi• dream he aaid to 

h1maelt: 'Well, aince I'm alreadf at the hospital I don't have to 

get up to g-o there. t Than he tumed over and llept on. Thia dream, 

while nonsensical, still clearly expre11es the with of one who want• 

to lie abed 1n the morning. :But it provided an excuse for l1ing 

a.bed, and thia •hows that more than thia 11ngle wilh wae at work 

to produce the dream. '?his other !actor wa1 clearly another wiah -

to be at the ho1pita.l a1 dut1 required; and this wish, weaker than 

the first, wae 1trong enough to transfer to the ho1pital the picture 

of a comfortable morning nap, but not 1trong enough to interfere 

l5 
further in the realization of the wilh to lie abed." 

Thon wey i• the dream 10 often ab1urd'l Probabl1 

because of the interference of wi•hes, aa in the case Ju•t cited, 

and because of the facility of the mind for ma.king free auociation• 

by which one thing suggests another without regard to logical 

sequence, and also iecauae of the great amount of aymboli.m and 

16. 
abbreviation that takes place in the dream. 

When we turn to the daydream the .ame general 

mechanisms are seen to operate, though the individuab critical 

powera tend to inhibit the more ab.urd excreacenCB• which would follow 

through tree auoc1a.tion1. There is here showh the mannar in which 

implicit (unspoken) language habih In8J auilt the individual in 

15. Op. cit. p 6! 
16. See oodworth, Op. cit. p 503f, aleo Freud 

Op. cit. pp 113-137; 2€0-402. 
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making a break fran the world. of reality about him; in other word.1 

of 1t&rt1ng on the :path leading to complete d.issocia.tion of 

personality, - which will be further con1idered in a later paragraph. 

The manner of forming implicit language habits, as here accepted, 

mey clarU'y the discu11ion to follow. A• Watson atatea the matter~ 

"Our view ia that overt language d.evelop1 under aocial training. It ia 

thua abaor mci into and becomes a }l&l't of every total integration 

of the individual. Hence when he ii making ad.Justment in the abeence 

of other like beings mguage remain• as a :part of the proceH. But 

there ii no stimulus tor him to talk aloud. when alone; as a matter 

of fact, talking a.loud. under such ci:'cum1tances introduce. conflicting 

stimuli, the auditory stimulus breaking in upon the otherwiae ailent 

room. Hence, ailent talking takea place which rapid.]3 improvea by 

practive 1ince it ia exercised during every waking and cert inly 

during many sleeping momentt.*7 

Now thia habit of impl icit language, becoming 10 

thoroughly integrated that the individual carried on with little effort 

during waking life an almo1t continuous 1tream of conver1ation with 

himself, is an invaluable aid in ahort-circui ting the crud.e overt 

means of trial and error in the proceaa of problem solving; it al10 

furniahes an ea.ay y;ay of eacape when the problem to be aolved. aeema 

too difficult. Thu• the individual meeting with a 1 vere rebuff 

may turn back within himself, draw back into hie 1hell as it were, 

and there 1n the world of phantasy win canplete revenge upon hi• 

enemies and achieve entire aatiltaction for the inault or diaapp~intment 

he baa suffered.. In 10 far as thia phantasy aervea to drain off the 

17. Op, cit. p 323. 
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excess of emotion and enablea the individual to act more ra.tionalq 

in the matter it ha• it1 social value; in 10 far ae it actl a• a 

stimulus to induce the individual to linger over the alluring picture• 

of himself as the :paragon of virtue on a triumphal tour in which all 

his enemies crook: the knee, and he win1 from the world at large 

unending affection and. renown, the daydream eerve• as means of 

disintegrating the per1onality and rendering the individual 1ocialq 

impotent. 

For those whoH imaginations are torpid, and !or 

children, 1ociety furnhhes m8lly !onn1 of rea.d¥-made daydreams, with 

the ability to esca.,pe from reality thus opened to everyone. ~ 

movies are franklr . imply the preaentation of the fulfilment 

ot a wi&h held by a large 1ect1on of sOoiety. Thus we 1ee the 

poor ab.op girl marry the man of enormoua wealth, the youth from the 

country cane to the city and win a fortune and. the girl of his 

choice, the married. woman having grown 1ick of the monotony of her 

life engages in thrilling ad.ventures with a fascinating Lothario 

and. as a result meets with m evil conaequencH whatever, the tired 

business man 1a ab.ipwreclmd on an island in the South Seas where 

he killa a man eating shark with a short knife - after a desperate 

struggle - and. weds the grateful queen of the island who 11 a creature 

of marvelous beauty• and, finally• the old man and. the old. woman, who 

1n real life have been well-nigh deserted and. forgotten, see their 

children come back and crowd about thEIJl to per!omi actl ot the 

greatest love and devotion. 

The same function 11 alto performed. for the child. 

by the fairy tale except that the !airy tale i• often the symbolic 
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representation of the more pr1mitiv4 organic hunger. with their 

fulfilment and satisfaction. It 18 aignificant that they are 

generally the product QJf abnormal individuala. Upon thil point 

Brill declare•: "Fairy tales repre1enting esaential~ an abnormal 

gratification of the individual'• inner 1triving• a.nd wiahea, it ia 

not a.t all aurprhing to find that they are invariably products of 

•hut-in, seclusive peraonalitiea, ptrsons Who never cam in noima.l 

contact with other people, and who generally l d an abnormal 

existence. Such individual• resorted to the fairy tale as a mode 

of emotional gratification. Thu• .Ander1en did not aee a •ingle 

child up to the age of eleven or t leve. In fact, when he was placed 

in contact with children he could not get along 1th them. R• 

confeued himaelf that he uaed to spin phantan children in hi• brain 
18 

with whom he con1ta.ntly p:L.ved. • Sil'l.ce it ii the real world in which 

the child must learn to live and to which he must learn to make 

a.dju1t nt1, the frequently pernicioua effeeta ot the t iry tale, where 

seven league bod'a and fairy godmothers and ma.gic potions are the 

method.a of achieving ones end•, mtt1t be apparent. It ii not 

argued that escape from reality i• al q1 a curie, but whenenr it 

proceed• to the point of hindering to an:, axtmt actual and neceuary 

adjuatment1 or where it unduely atrees•• primitive organic hunger•, a• 

the •ex symbolim of ma.lY a fairy tale, then the mean• of eaca fr 

reality has a disintegrating effect upon the peraonalit7. 

Pemap1 it might better be 1poken of in the cas of 

the young child as hindering the proce11 of personality integration, 

for the binding together of habit syatem• into aomethi like 

18. :Brill, Op.cit. p 300, he diacuaea th~ fairy 
tale and its influence upon the child• later life• 
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a unified whole it a developnent that 18 the rel\l.lt of many y ra 

contact with reality; it 1a not 1omething with Which the infant 

begin• life. In fact, it ii to be doubted whether the individual 

exists who has achieved complete integration 10 that all of hit 

important habit 911tems co-operate in such a r as to drive the 

individual 1teadily and without blocking or balking to ard a 

clearly perceived goal. The chemilt occasionally ilbe• to throw 

his test tubes in the 11nk, and go fishing; the philoaopher ot calm 

and undisturbed brow will, under appropriate atimuli, give w~ t4 an 

infantile mode of behavior as in a burat of an er; even the miaer 

will occasionally have impu.lae1 toward generoaity. In fact, the 

very nature of the wish with its con:mon manifestation•, as in 1lip1 

of the tongue and pen, forgetting namea, misplacing objects, wit 

and humor, dreams and de.yd.reams, all indicate how a certain amount of 

diasooiation exi•t• in the average individual. Thi• i• a matter 

10 important to aocial theory that it mq be conddered in aome 

detail. 

The beat approach to dissociation in nonnal behavior 

is through a conaidera.tion ot it• operation in4ormal conduct, in 

the inaa.ne. 19 

19. "Insanity should ~ bJ. used ~· ~ m dical !!£.Dl ~t !ll • 
It i• 1olely a legal and 1ociological concept and 10 
uted to designate those member• ot the community ho 
are so far from able to ad.just to the ordinary 1oci&l 
requirement• that the comnunity 1egregate1 them 
(forcibly perhap•) and tak s away their rights M citizen•. 
Insanity ~ .!' {2_mi Qi t2cial ~&dog,PAQcy which medically 
may be tbs reault of many varieties of mental disease. 
Insane, therefore, mean• nothing mor than certifiable.• 
italics not in text. William A· White, Outlines o! 
Psychiatry, P .26, note)italic• not in text. 



In thi• connection Hart 1tate1: "A •Y•tem o! idea1 it 1aid to be 

ro 
dissociated when it it divorced from t he per1onality.• A common 

example of thi• it in 1omnamb.llism. Profe11or Janet deacribe1 the 

case o! "Irene.•21 

"Irene had nurHd her mother through a prolonged 

illneu culminating in death. The oiroumatancH connected with the 

death were peculiarly :paintu.l, and the event produced a profuol'.ld 

shock upon the patient•• mind. .An abnormal mental condition 

developed, cbaracterhed by frequent appearanc of t}'Jilptoma re-

aembling those exhibited by the ordin&I7 sleep-walker. Irene, 

perhap1 engaged at the moment in H ing or in conversation, would 

suddenly ceate her occupation, and would. c enc• to live over again 

the scene of her mother' 1 death, carrying out ev ry detai 1 w1 th all 

the power of an aoccmpliahed aotreH. While thi• drama wa1 in 

progreaa ahe was perfectly unoon1ciou• ot the actual eventl h&pp ing 

in her environment, heard nothing that wa1 said to her, and 1aw 

nothing, but the 1.magina.rl' scene in which ahe a• living at the 

mommt. • This would end 1Ud.den~ and the patient ould not be 

able to recall either the aotiTiti•• 1n which she bad just engaged 

or ~ of the event. connected. with her mother'• death. In truth 

ahe could di1eua1 her mother ithout the slightest aho of motion. 

Complete diuociation bet en two group• of babi ta had. been H-

tabli1hed within her per1onalit7. 

gain, in autcmatic writing tbe ph nomenon of 

d1Hociat1on 11 Ulu1trateli. Thi• ii teen particularly in by1tor1a 

'°• Op. cite p 52 
21. See Hart, Op. cit. p 28f 
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which Janet declare• to be "a form of mental de re11ion ch&r oterized 

by the retraction of the field of p raonal con1ciouane1s and by the 

tendency to the di11ociation and the emancipation of q•tem• of 

id.ea.a and of function• hich by their 1ynthe1i1 con•titute th8 

22 
peraonali ty." It ii often poui ble while engaging th• ey1terical 

patient '• attention elaewbere to 1n1ert a pencil between hi• finger• 

and have him write in anawer to Whilpered question• certain information 

while appa.rentq hil attention ii ab•orbed in 1omething ei.e, a• in 

conversation with a third peraon. Here the habit ay1tem1 have lot 

their connection to IN.Ch an extent that loth of them, under the 

particularly favorable oircum1tances of t o cbann la of outlet being 

available at the same time, are able to !unction through the Terbal 

and. geatural mechaniam• 11mu.ltan oualy, each 1y1tem of habits being 

unaware tbat the other ii in operation. 

Both the hallucination and. the d. lulion ahow th 
23 

phenomena of d.111ociation aa they are ae n in abnormal behavior. 

The hallucination, which i• •a perception ithout • naory foundation 

in tbs environment", take• ~ form•, and. may b• regarded. a1 the 

aevere accentuation of the illuation("an inexact, or 1.n&Ccurate, 

perception") as the "mental proceu ii the aame in both hallucination 

and illulion." There are, for ex.ample, the auditory ballucin&tion• 

where the pati nt bear• voice• ape&ld.ng. Rarely dif.f rent voice• are 

heard. 1n the t o eara, a1 in one of 1Jl1 patienta o he&rd. Chrilt 

talking to her in her right ear and. the De 1l in her left." TheH 

voice• may be external or m~ originate in i!ferent rta o! th bo 

~here are the visual halluclns.tiona hlch occur not infre u ntly 

22. Quot d by White, Op. cit. p 268 
23. Based on White, Op. cit. Pp 58-74, from Which the 
.ection• ~uoted in thi• and the following paragraph are dra>m. 
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in the blind", which may vary from flalhea of light to highlf complex 

visions. Again there are the hallucinations or organic aen1&tiona, 

the most common of which a.re "peculiar and often ind.eacri ba.ble 

aen1&tiona coming from the internal or~• giving riae to auch belie!• 

as: the bones are broken, the brain dried up, an imnenae tapeworm i• 

coilei up in the lungs, the bowel• are 1topped up, there i• no 

1tomach, and the like." The kinesthetic or motor hallucination• 

sometimes give rile to the belief that the boey had undergone a change 

of position. "One patient complained that men came to her room night•, 

carried her S)Nq, aubJ acted her to improper and indecent treatment 

and then brought her back." In the reflex hallucination• "•timulation 

of the eye may produce aensations of aound, stimulation of the taste 

bulbs may produce odore, etc." 

That .l!!!.e ]!ll!.f which 11 highlf improbable, cannot 

'ce corrected by an appeal to reason, and h thoroughly ou.t of harmo~ 

With the individual• education and surround•, h a. delusion. Ot 

courae, not every fal1e believe i• a deluaion. Thu•, "The 1ick 

Fijian lying upon hh back and crying !or hil 1oul to come back to 

him h but exemplifying the belief of the race that aickne11 ii du. 

to the aoul, or a pa.rt of it, leaving the boey. Should e find a 

modern AJnerican, who had md the usual public 1c::hool ad.vantages, 

acting thus we would be Juatifi d in 1uppoaing him unbalanced." A• 

with the hallucination there are many types, which will not be 

diacusaed in detail. There i• the un1y1tema.t1zed d.alulion• tba 

patient who believes that all the bonea in hi• boey are broken, but 

nevertheleH goH about his affair• a• usual." In the •y1tsnatized 
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delusion, as the delu.ion of peraecution, the patient will regulate 

hi1 whole life in order to avoid hi• peraeeutora. "The food i• 

carefully tasted tor potion and perhap• discarded, the bed he alaep• 

in must be in•ulated to pre ent electric current• being applied to 

him while he sleep•, the key-hole and all cracks 1topped up 10 that 

noxiou. vaporw cannot be injected through them. If the patient 

is asked tor an explanation of this conduct he 1a r~ with 

interminable reason• and appeals to experience while his argument• 

are woven together with much ingenuity and no little logic." 

The moat extraordinary manife1tation of dissociation 

1• to be found in the 10-called ca1e1 of 1m1ltiple personality. While 

accepting with a grain of 1alt the extraordinary elaboration• into four 

person&litie in one person as 1et forth by Prince in hi• st~ of Mi•• 

:Beauchamp, remembering that the eysteric 11 a noted liar, high]¥ 

desirous of pleasing and highly suggestible; neverthelHs ~ authentic 

cases point to an actual 1plitting of the peraonal1t7. William James 

reported the new tamoue case o! .Ansel :Bourne• 

"On January 17th, 1887, the Rev • .Anael :Bourne, 

an itinerant preacher, drew a con1iderable 1um of mone7 from a lank 

in Providence, and then entered a tram car. Thi• a1 the last incident 

Which he remembered. 'He did not tetum home that ~. and. nothing wu 

heard of him for two month•· • • • On the morning of rch 14th, 

however, at Norristown, Penn1ylvania, a man calling himself A· J. :Brown, 

who had. rented a 1mall 1hop 1ix weeks previously, 1toclced it with 1taticner~ 

confectionery, fruit and small articles, and carried on bis quiet trade 

\Vi thout seeming to anyone unnatural or eccentric, woke up in a fright 
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and called in the people of the houae to tell him where he wa1. He 

said that hh name was .An1el Bourne, that he knew nothing of lhop

keeping, and that the last thing he remembered -- it 1eemed on~ 

yesterday -- was drawing the money from the bank in Providence.' f4 

"In 1890 he wa1 induced by William Jame1 to 1ubm1t 

to hypnotism in order to aee Whether in hil trance 1tate hb 'Brown• 

memories would come back:. The experiment wa1 10 eucce11ful that, a1 

James remark1, 'it proved quite impo1s1ble to make him, while in 

hypnosis, ra:nember any of the factl of hh normal life.• i5 

The claa1ic ex.ample in literature of personalit7 

splitting h of courH Stevenson'• Dr. Jelcyll and Mr. Hyde. rit • 
26 

Wat1on~ "If we assume that for one reason or another the more 

1ocialized reaction• of Dr. Je]Qrll 10 cane in conflict with one another 

that inhibition of reaction on that plane occurs, action will take place 

through the outlets which are not in conflict. If this goes on !or a 

sufficient length of time there 1eem1 to be no reaaon, according to 

the general principles of habit formation, w~ the indivi1ua.l ahould 

not become organized upon the level of Mr. Ryd.8. • • • If by the 

alteration of the individual'• environment or by hi• reeducation, the 

conflict• in the aocialized reaction tendencies of Dr. Jek;yll are 

removed, we mq once more aee him reacting permanently as Dr. Jeqll.• 

Returning to a consideration of dissociation in 

normal behavior, differing of courae from abnormal behavior only in 

degree, we find Holt giving a clear atatanent of it reduced to it• 

24. quoted b7 Hart, op.cit. p 49. 
~. 'rhi• ca1e i1 further d11cu11ed in •Introduction to 
the Science of sociology• by Robert E. Park and Erne1t 
w. Bu.rgeaa, p 4?2!. 
26. Op. cit. p 29~ 
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simplest elements~7 In the case of the- child reaching for th tlau 

of a candle the uau.a.l treatm:tnt i1 for the mother to quickly protect 

the child by moving the candle out of its reach. Ai'ter thil ba.1 

been done many times the child learn•, not that the flame ia hot and. 

da.ngeroua as the fond mother hopea, but it learns that \\hen mother 

is around it i• not pleasant to reach for the flame. "Th• precautionar;y 

re1pon1e which lhould be •associated' with fire ia dissociated there-

from, and transferred to something elae; in our case to the mother. 

Take the mother away, and the child knows no caution with regard to 

fire." As all the response• to the mother become grouped into a 

looaely consolidated whole - a wish or complex as here used, and the 

responaea to the ~lame become 11milarly grouped - there i1 the 

beginning of di11ociation in the lack of complete coordination between 

these two groups of habit•. Incidental~ Holt atates that the mother 

should allow the child to learn on its very first trial that flame i• 

painfulq hot~ 

27. Holt op.cit. pp 101-133. 
28. On the baais of laboratory experiments on sane fifteen 

infants in reaching for the candle.Watson (op. cit. pp 278 .... 
281) criticises Holts position that "a fe repetition• of the 
experience" especially if accompanied by a burn would 1et up 
a donditioned reflex of retration. hile Watson did not 
allow the infants to burn their hands he found tbat probably 
150 triala, extending over aome 63 da11, beginning ith the 
157th ~' were required to set up a fairly complete 
coordination of withdrawal movement to the stiluulu. of a 
candle flame brought close to the infant. Thi•, ho ever, 
doee not invalid.ate Holt'• contention regarding the di•
eociation which ordinarily takes lace. 
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Again, the caae of & maii coming upon mushrooms 

while walking in the woods and being uncertain whether to eat them or 

t o avoid them as poisonous shows the effect of dissociation upon the 

peraonality. "Here, then, I am in front of one obJect Which 

st imulates in me two antagonistic cour1ee of action -- to ait doY4l 

and eat , and to walk on, taking care not even to hand.le. I cannot do 

both , for they are opposed.. And they are, therefore, diasociated, 

for it is probable that opposition i• the one invariable source of 

dissociation. Whichever courae of action I follow, the other ia 

1uppre11ed. But this latter gives evidence• of itaelf, for if f walk 

on I find myself doing so lingeringly and casting my eyes back from time 

to time and wondering if these really are the poiaonoua ones; or if 

I sit down to eat aome of them, I find myself only nibbling, every 

now and then reJecting a mouthful, and feeling a d.iatinct tonua in 

m:f leg muscle• urging me to be up and off." Holt maintain that "it 

is not disaociated pa.th·s, but the aimultaneous excitation• of 

dissociated (i.e., antagonistic) pa.th• by on atimulua that 11 

harmful." Disciminating information ia his aolution rather than moral 

sanctions coming from above, for, "It is not more the qu stion, Shall I, or 

shall I not, eat this muahroom? than it 1a the question, Is thia mushroan 

the edible or the poisonous one? And the moral failure is to act aa i! 

it were both edible and poiaonoua at once." Upl:ln t hia basia, 1trangel7 

enough, Holt tak&s his pla.ce with many of the ancient philosophers 

in maintaining the Socrat.ic poaition that to know the trut h i• to do it. 

The modern atatement of it is that "we can now aee how and. wbT 

suppressions occur in this world ot ours. It is through lack of 



know\"a.se •" He also hold.a the optimistic poai tion that even in thia 

highly artificial c1Yiliza.tion of our• the correct mode of behavior 

should be free from suppressions. For, "Right is that conduct, 

attained through discimination of the facta, which fulfills all 

of a man• s wishes at once, suppressing none.•1 

At this point Hart disagrees maintaining a more 

reasonable if lea1 optimistic view. "This dissociation of the mind 

into logic-tight compartmenta is by no meana confined to the 

population of the asylum. It l.! !. common, ~ P.!rhap• inevitable, 

occurrence !!; t~sychology £f eve17 ~n l:sing. Our poli t ica.l 

conviction• are notoriously inaccessible to argument, and we preserve 

the traditional beliefs of our childhood in spite of the contradictory 

facts conata.ntly presented by our experience. SU.ch phenomena can onl.1' 

be explained by the existence of a certain amount of dissociation, and, 

though less in degree, it is precisely similar in kind to the 

dissociation v.hich pennita the asylum queen to scrub the ward floor, 

serenely unconscious of the incongruity between her exalted rank and 

her menial occupation.~ 
The importance to the theory of social control of 

varying degreea of dissociation within human personality i• verr great. 

Only a few of the more obvioua of these implication• will be atated 

in brief• First of all perhaps it lhould act &a a 1trong rein!orc ment 

to the principle of tolerance for individual differencea, Which 

sociology in general has emphasized. Once the concept 1a clearl.7 

grasped that the individual personality is made up ot DX>re or leaa 

looael.y related groups of habits and tbat these group• of habit• are 

at war with each other ottentines, so that now one and now the other 

29. Op.cit. p 57, italic• not in text. 
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is 1n the ascendency, it must become evident that conailtency in 

point of view and in behavior need not be expected in the average 

person . Indeed, as Park states, "We are invariably moved to act b7 

motives of which we are only partially conscious or wholly unaware. 

Not only i1 this true, but the accounts we give to ouraelves and 

others of the motive• upon which we acted are often wholly fictitious~ 
30 

although they may be given in perfect good faith·" The individual 

is what he is, quite obviously, because of what biological heredit7 

made him in the first place, plu. all the enormous mod.ificat ions that 

have come through contact with his environment. Therefore, to give 
"" 

blame, to allow an intense emotional discharge directed toward the 

individual Who has performed some overt act highly offenaiv to 

aociety, ia to take a narrow a.nd highly unscientific view of a 

particular phenomenon. The criminal, once he has become a criminal, 

should be treated by an educational method which attempta to bring about 

the integration of hit peraonality upon a social level of b havior. 

Instead of this the usual treatment results 1n brining about a higher 

degree of dissociation within the individual delinquent, or tuch 

integration of habit 1ystsns as ~ result will be upon a highly anti-

social level. The criminal, however, ahould be the concern of 

society more deeply l:afore he has become a criminal than afterward.a. 

That is to say, the particular ciroum1t ance1 in the environment Which 

Will inevitably produce its quota of anti-social activities mu.t be 

the concern of .. ciety rather than the product of those cond.i tiont. 

Of course society must protect it1elf from the depredation• ot the 

individual member against the group, but it muat also realize tb&t the 

particular individual it largely the product of social neglect. 

30. Park and Burgess. Op.cit. p 476. 
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Moreover, some knowledge of dissociation in its 

progressive stages should assist society in escaping from it1 

medieval attitude of horror toward inaa.nity. It 1hould enable 

society to view insanity as it does, as neurasthenia, and du.e partly 

t o heredity and partly to the enviroment. Many forms of insa.nit7 

being recognized as products of the existing highly artificial 

civilization indicates the obligation of s6ciety for the treatment 

by psychiatrists, rather than mere segregation, of thoee 

individuals involved. 

Some knowledge of dissociation also bas certain 

large implications for the theory of education. 
31 

Jobn Dewey states~ 

nAs traditionally conducted, it (education) strikingly exhibits 

a subordination of the living present to a remote and precarious 

future. To prepare, to get ready, is its key-note. The actual 

outcome is lack of adequate preparation, of intelligent adaptation. 

The professed exaltation of the future tunis out in practi~ a blind 

following of tradition, a rule of tb:umb muddling along from ~ to 

d8.f; or, as in some of the projects called industrial education, a 

determined effort on the part of one clan of the community to 1ecure 

ite future at the expense of another cla11.n The result of this 

artificial school world, which the child aee1 ass.pa.rt from the big 

world outside, is to furnish an excellent place for dissociation to 

begin in the individual. Many eubj ect • 1n the curriculum (too Ill8ll1' 

we believe) furnish vehicles for emotional flight» into the realm 

of phanta.sy and unreality from which the individuia.l comes back with an 

31. H'\,llllBll Nature and Conduct, An Introduction to social 
P1ychology, p 269!. 
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effort to the undramatic world of reality. Moreover the docility of 

the child, which ia regarded as a willingneas to accept whatever i• 

handed down to it - and this type of docility is aasiduou1l7 

cultivated - makes it easy to cram in much material that the child does 

not fully appreciate at the time, if it ever does, and, therefore, 

takes the edge from the naturally eager and inquiring mind.. "Education 

becomes the art of taking advantage of the helplessness of the young; 

the fonning of habit• becomes a guarantee for. the .naintenanee of 

hedges of custan." However, taking ad.vantage of the young i• not done 

without certain coercions through which the student learns that it i• 

better to agree, or pretend to agree, than to stand hi• ground until 

convinced. he is in error. The'° bvious result i• an eypocrisy, which 

is a form of dissociation where t he overt activity and the actual 

attitude are . separated eonata.ntly within the personality. This 1• 

typified in the average college freshman who 1it1 with wrinkled. brow 

9.Ild nodding head as though in d:eep thought and profound agreE111ent, 

while in reality he often does not understand, or if he doe• 

understand, he thoroughly disagrees with the ideas pre1ented to him by 

the instructor. Thil ii a. 1ad commentary upon our ayatem of public 

•ch.col education which has 1uoceeded in creating a class room docility 

at the expense of turning the eager interests of youth away from the 

class room and out into auoh socially profitle1s activities a1 

di•cuaaing foot-ball scores and attending innumerable 1ocial function•; 

school world and real world have been di11ociated in the 1tudent mind. 

32. Dewey, ibid. p 64. 

. 
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William Mc Dougall and The In1tinct 

One of the important influence• in 1ocial p1ycholoa 

during the last decade has been the volume by William Mc Dougell, 

"An Introduction to Social Psychology", first published in 1908. The 

fourteenth edition appeared in 1921. As regard• the problem ct 

motivation in social control McDougall rests it square~ upon a 

small group of primary instincta Ml.ose operation he d.escri bes in detail. 

We a r e here interested primarily in hh concept of the instinct and. the 

way it becomes the fundamental drive in the organized life of 1ociety. 

A brief criticism of his position will be included but the primary 

crit icism will come with the discussion of John Dewey's position on 

the :nature of impulsive or instinctive conduct. 

McDougall's views regarding i.mlearned behavior are 

set forth in his chapter on "The nature of instincts and their place 

in the constitution of the human mind." He finds two kini1 of "all• 

important and. relatively unchanging tendencies, which form the basil 

of human character and will ••• (1) The 1pecific tendencies or in1tinct1; 

(2) The general or non-specific tendencies arising out of the conati-
l 

tut i on of mind and the nature of mental proce11 in general." Regarding 

the instinct a he follow& the great majority of psychologist a who uae 

the terms "only to denote certain innate specific tendencies of the 

mind that are connnon to all members of any one species, racial cb&r-

act era that have been slowly evolved in the proceas of adaptation o t 

species to their environment and that can be neither eradicated from 

the mental constitution of which they are innate elements nor acquired 

l. An Introduction to Social Psychology, Fourtenneth d. P 21. 
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by individuals in the course of their litetime~ He stresses Willi 

J ames• contention that man has not leas but more in1tinct1 than do the 

lower animals and believes that future generations will recogniH 

as the ch ief ad.van ce in psychology made during this generation to be 

s ome progreH in learning of the full scope and function of the human 

instincts. 3 

Regarding the instinct apecif'ically: "In the 

t ypica l case some sense-impression, or combination of 1en1e-1mpre11ion1, 

excitea some perfectly definite behavior, some movement or train of 

movements which is the same in all individual• of the 1pecie1 and on 

a l l similar occaaiona; and in general the behavior so occasioned it 

of a. kind ei thar to promote the welfare of the individual animal or of 

the community to which he belongs, or to aecure the perpetuation o! 

4 the species." The instinct is not a reflex or combination o! 

of reflexe1, "if by reflex action we mean, as is usually meant, a move-

ment caused by a aenae-stimulue and. resulting from a aeq,uence o! 
5 

merely physical procesae1 in 1ome nervou1 arc." Neverthele11, th• 

instinct has its definite ba•i• in inherited. neural structurea; -

it cannot be thought of as excluding "the idea o! conaciouaneu• for 

8:r:J3 definition of instinct to be of practical worth must "insist upon 

6 
the psychical aspect.• Here the author u1e• •conaciousne1•' and 

•psychical' as syno~our.. 

" We may, then, define an instinct a• an inherited 

or i:nna.te psycho•:physical di1po1ition Which d.eteiminea it• pcsses1or 

2. Ibid. pp 23-24. 
3. Ibid. pp 24-25. 
4. Ibid. pp 26-27. 
5. Ibid. pp 29-00 • 
6. Ibid p 3ln 
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to perceive , and to p~ attention to, objects of a certain cl&••, to 

experience an emotional e.zci tement of a particular qua.li tr upon 

perceiving such an object, and. to act in regard. to it in a particul&r 

7 
manner, or, at least, to experience an 1mpul1e to 1uch action.• 

The instinct i• made up of three part•, "an afferent , a oentral,and. 

a motor or efferent part, whose activities are the cognitive, the 

affective, and the oona.tive features respec t ively of th toal inatinctiv• 
8 

process." Now the afferent and the efferent parts are 1ubject to 

mod.ification1 throughout the lite ot the organilm while the central 

part is not 1ubject to change; that ia, the ~ethod. by v.hich the 

necessary stimulus is received., and the overt re1pon1e, ar 1ubjeot to 

changes through learning, while the central neucleu1 of the 1n1tinot 

said. to reside probably in th basal ganglia of the brain --r in• 

unohanged.9 

The vi ~ 1 of the author regarding i n1tinct1 a1 t~ 

source of motivation i• 1 t forth a1 follow•: e mq 18¥, then, 

that directly or indirectly the inatinotl are the prime mover• ot 11 

human activity; bJl the conative or impulsive force of 1ome 1n1tinct 

(or of aome habit d.eri ved from an in1t1not), every train o! thougbt, 

however,cold and pa.11ionle&1 it mq teem, h borne along toward.a itl 

end, and every bodily activity ii initiated. and 1u1ta1n d.. Th• 

inatinctive impulaes determine the ends of all aotivitie1 and ppl7 

the driving power by 'hhich all mental activith1 are 1uataine:i; and all 

the canplex intellectual appe.ratu• ot the moat highly developed. mind 

is but a meana to ard these ends, is but the instrument by which the•e 

impulles aeek their s&ti1faction1, while pleasure and pain do but aerve 

7. Ibid. p 3) 

8. Ibid. pp 33-34 
9. Ibid. pp 34-~ 
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10 
to guide them in their choice of the means." He a.saerta further 

that the organism without its instinctive drives would be a.1 

useless, as motionless, as a wonderful clockwork whose mainspring ba.d 

been removed. 

What then are the principal instincts of men? 

McDougall gives a fairly 1hort liat--the exact number varies &lightly 

in certain edition& of hia work--and with the more important instinct• 

unlearned emotions are integrated. Thu• we have the inatinct of flight 

and the emotion of fear, the instinct of repul1ion and the emotion o! 

disgust, the instinct of curiosity and emotion of wonder, the 

instinct of pugn:.city end the emotion of anger, the instincts of telf

abasement (or self-display), and the emotions of aubjection and 

elation (or negative and positive aelf-feeling) and the pa.rental 

instinct and the tE11der emotion. .Allo, there are other instinct• ~fth 

less well-defined 8IlOtional tendecies Which a.re; the instinct of 

reproduction, the gregarious instinct, the inatinct of acquiaition 

and the instinct of con1truction. Theae eleven make the list. Attention 

is called to the fact that thil 1cheme clearly implies that the 

emotion• of fear, disguat, wonder, anger, subjection and elation are all 

inherited patterns of reaponse, and out of these inherited 8IlOtions the 

sentiments are woven. 

Man is limited in bis conduct largely by the feeling 

of approval or diaapproval of hil fellow-men, the motive of which is 

fundamental~ egoiatic, although in certain ca.sea it ii levened with the 

altruistic 1mpulse:1 How does an individual advance to a higher plane 

10. Ibid. p 45 
11. Ibid. pp 215-218. 
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of conduct than marching between the narrow walls of approval and. 

d 12 isapproval, which means largely the following of custom? It i• 

done by absorbing the best of the traditional morality , which has been 

built up through many generations as a prod.uct of exceptional 
ma:1,ntained. 

individuals and is/in living form in the aantiments of the elite. It 

is also crystallized in literature and certain institutions such as the 

church;3 The child forms hi• abatract sentiments through certain 

emotional Jud@llenta which are molded out of hia native emotional 

equipnent under the powerful directing influence of aympatby and 

suggestion. Literature, and hero-worahip of the writer of literature, 

14 
are also important agents. The aentiments once establiahed become 

important springs of action in society. "Thus, if we have acquired the 

sentiment of love of justice and we are credibly informed. that any 

person is in serious danger of suffering injustice, the desire for 

justice, arising Within the abstract sentiment, impels us to effort• 

to secure justice. The strength of the motive, the inten ity of the 

desire or aversion a ·a.k:ened within the system of the sentiment, 

depends in such cases upon the atrength of the aentiment. In most men 

the desires and aversions arising from the abstract sentiment• are 

apt to be much inferior in 1trength to thoae excited. within the concrete 

sentiments; hence as motives of these two clasaea are frequentl7 

opposed in tendency, the mere pos1e1aion of moral sentiment• ioes not al ~· 
suffice to determine a man to action in accordance 1th them. 
Hence it is possible for a man to have the most beautiful moral 

l5 
•entiments and yet to act in ways that are not altogether admirable." 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15 . 

1 bid. pp 215-218 
ibid. p 225 
ibid. pp .229-23) 
ibid. pp 231-232. See the diacus•ion of dissociation 
in the first ·ection of thi• thesis for a different 
point of vi ev , • 
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McDougall discusses the problem of volition in 

detail . He decided in the typical case of volition, "when in the 

conflict of two motives the Will is thrown on the side of one of them 

and we make a volitional decision, we in some way add to the energr 

with Which the idea of the one desired tmd maintains itself in 

16 
opposition to its riTal." This is po1sible through the building up 

of the ego. "The idea of the self, of self-consciousness, is able to 

pley its great role in volition only 1n virtue of the self-regarding 

sentiment, the system of emotional and conative dispositions that i• 

organized. about the idea of the self and. ia always brought into plq 

to some extent when the idea of the self rises to the focus of 

consciousneu. ~e conations, ~ deaires ~a.versions, arising 

within~s self-regarding sentiment~.Ja.e ~e ~a which, adding 

themselves to the weaker ideal motive in the case of moral effort, 
-~~..;...o..;-- - -----
enable !.l !2. ~~mastery 2!.!!.. •2!B!., 1tronS!!r, coa.rser desire ~ 

~ prim1t1ve animal nature and i2_ ~ f~ consci ounesa t!l!_ i!!!_a 2L 
' , 7 

the end of this de1ire.w And so he defines volition a.1 "the supporting - ----- -
or re-enforcing of a desire or cona.tion by the co-o ration ot an 

18 
impulse excited Within the system of the self-regarding sentiment." 

The ranainder of the velum sets forth in detail the 

assumed. operation of the instinct& which the author has postulated. in 

society. No attE1Dpt will be made to summarize this section as it is so 

obviously speculative. McDougall's great contribution would. seem to 11• 

in calling attention to the importance of instinctive ba.see in human 

16. ibid. p 252 
17. ibid. p 254 
18. ibid. p 255 
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conduct. As Ellwood. states: "In general, however, in sociological 

literature, there was little adequate explicit recognition of the large 

part which instincts pla\V in our social life doml to the publication of 

McDougall 's 'Social Psycho log' in 1908. While many scattered article• 

and passages had emphasized the importance of' instinct in particular 

phases of the social life, McDougall'• work first sytematically attempted 

to show the bearing of instinct upon the social life as a. whole and 

upon the social sciencell;9 Moreover in , .. linking the primary instinct• 

to definite emotional coloring he has emphasized. the fact that ovetCor 

explicit behavior does not go on without corre1ponding implicit changes. 

McDougall is to be criticised primarily on the ground 

that he proceeded in elaborate specualation1 without the backing of 

laboratory experimental work, and this resulted in setting up a1 

instinctive mu.ch that is acquired. Thi• criticism is clearly put by 

Bernard in the following quotation. "Writers of the McDougall type, who 

still represent the prevailing method, made the miatake of defining 

instinct in terms of the .functional value of' the activity for aociet1 

instead of in terms of its 1truoture. Now any biologist would know 

that it is structure which is inherited. It is not po11ible to inherit 

an abatraction. ~he result of the McDougall method of isolating instinct• 

was to bring . together the most diSBimilar and oonatantl.1 cb<mging types 

of activities under one general heading and give them a common name 

because they pos1ee1d a comnon 1ocial or moral value. In th1• way 

group1 of acts which had no internal structural unity were apoken of M 

19. 
Sociology in it• Psychological Aspects. PP A>Z-203. 

t d by H E Barnes in "Some typical contributions of 
uoe • • " J f' Engli•h sociology to Political Theory • A1n· our. o 

sociology, vol 27, May 1922, P 742. 
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unit characters, and the same act might be included in a number of 

activity complexes of different aocial values and functions and, 

therefore, be regarded as different instincts. The fact ii that not 

instincts, but acquired habit complexes, were being ilolated, and even 

these were not constant in their atructural organization, but only 

in their social value and functioning. Psychologists like Thorndike 

have realized. thia and have attempted. to break up the habit complexea 

named original activity processes which constitute them and name them 

accordingly . This bas been su.cceasful in part only, but the result• 

so far have uncovered. two facts of value to the social psychologist. 

One is to the effect that the preponderant portion of the great 

activity complexes, formerly misnamed instincts, are acquired element• 

received from the psycho-social environment, and the other fact is that 

the psycho-social environment i1 more powerful in forming the 

character and attitudes of the individual than is man I I original 

inherited. nature. na'.) 

a:>. L. L • .Bernard.: "The Significance of l!):lvironment 
as a social Factor", l'Ublications of the Am. Sociological 
Soc. v 16, 1922. PP 108-109. 
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William I. Thoma• and. The Four Wi1be1 

An important contribution to the theory of 

motivation in social control baa been made by Pro.f'easor illiam I. 

Thomas . Thill theory has been elaborated in the abstract, which e 

shall briefly conaider, and has b•en given concrete application in 

the study of a particular group of people, the Polish peasants.1 He 

makes certain important suggestions upon the technique to be used in 

studying the problem of organization of personality, and then lays down 

certain principles regarding the source and organizat1 on of the 

personality in society. 

Regarding technique he pointe out that much of 1oc1al 

control is attempted on the old basis of'"' ordering and forbidding' 

that 11, meet\n,g a crisi1 by an arbitrary act of will decreeing the 

disappearance of the undesirable or the appearance of the de ire.bl• 
2 

phenomena., and uling e.rbi trary physical action to enforce the decree." 

Thie 1 ex plified in the magic of primitive people and among the 

typical l egislative efforts of today in democracies. Again, practical 

common aense is taken oftentimes as a criterion in Sociology and Thanas 

indicates the enormous amount of error mixed w1 th the fe grains of 

wiadom that appear in thi• method • .Another method ii to study such 

phenomena as will obviou1ly be of 1ome practical Talue. Thi• involve• 

a limitation of the field of phenanena. stud.ied; it involve• 1ettingup 

norms before the stuey ha& been mde rather than as a result of the 

investigation, it brings ~1th it the assumption that any group of' 1001.a.l 

4·22·8M 

l. The Polish Peasant in Europe and .America, • I. Th.oma.1 
and Florian Znaniecki. 

2. Polish Peasant, etc. vol. l p 3. 
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fact1 can be treated theoretically and practically in an arbitrary 

isolation from the rest of the life of the given society, which is ot 

course imtrue. "And thia lack ot real isolation, Which characterize• 

a system of organized activity only at moments of cria11, ii a permanent 

feature of all the artificial abstractly formed group• of facts 1uch &1 

' prostituion•,•Cri~', 'education•, •war•, etc. Every single fact 

included under these generalizations is connected by innumerable tie• 

with an indefinite number of other facts belong to varioua group•, and 

these relations give to every fact a different character.• 3 Another 

fallacy is to assume identical reactions to identical influences, as in 

the legal profession where the mot ives of behavior under given 

circumstances are assumed to be identical regardless ot traditions, hab1~1 , 

temperaments, etc. Again the assumption is often made that if material 

conditions are correct the deaired tend.encie1 will appear. On the other 

hand, "The normal way of social action would be to develop tb8 tendenc7 

and to create the conditions simultaneously, and, if thi1 11 impo11ible, 

attention ahould be paid rather to the d.evelopmsnt of tend.eneiH than to 

the change of the conditions, becauae a 1trong 1ocial tendency will 

always find its expression by modifying the cond.itiona, hil the 

4 contrary i• not true. ll'inally, the author indicate• that, "there are 

two fund.a.mental practical problems which have conatituted the c nter of 

attention of rafl::'ective aocia.l practice in all times• There re (1) the 

problem of the ciepen ce of the ind.ividual upon social organization and 

culture, and (2) the problem of the dependence o! social organization and 

5 
culture upon the individual. He consiiers these problems especiallj' Ullier 

the head.ings of attitudes and values. 

3. ibid. p ll 
4. ibid. p 13 
5. ibid. t) 20 
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These concepts o! attitud.a and value are central to 

Thoma•' entir~ theory. Says he, 6n:s;y social value w un erstand ~ 

datum having an empirical content accessible to the members of some 

social group and a meaning with regard to which it is or~ be an obj ct • 

of activity." Thus such different things as foodstuffs, coin•, IIzy"th1 and 

and universities would constitute social values. Their meaning 11 seen 

when referred to objective experience; though it i• different from the 

natural thing, for only when the natural thing assumes 1ome meaning does 

it become a social value. We might even,think of such an evanescent thing 

as a personal idea, if communicated to someone else, a.1 a social value; 

it has a meaning which may be the object of acme individual'• activity. 

The writer calla attention to the special interest for the social theoritt 

attaching to the activities of the di sorderly individual becau1e he 

modifies values . In the case of the ~ii-1ocial i ndividual we have a 

destroyer of values; in the social ind!ividual, the man of genius, a 

creator of new value1. 

Turning to the consiieration of attitudes, the writer 

indicates it is her that the chief di1tinction lies bet een p1cyholos:f 

and social psychology, for the latter i1 concerned primarily with a stua, 

of attitudes which are as broad as conscious life. "Indeaed every 

manifestation of con1ciou1 life, ho\ ever simple or compl x, gene 1 or 

particular, can be treated ae an attitude, because very one involve• 

a. tend.ency to action, whether th11 action i• a proe sa of mechanical 

activity producing i:n~sical changes in the material world, or an attempt 

to influence the attitudes of others by speech and gesture, or a mental 

ac'ti vity which does not at the given moment find a social expre11ion, 
7 

or even a mere process of senaual apperception.w Of courae, 1ocial 

6 . ibid. p 21 
7. ibid. p 27 
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psychology is concerned only with those attitudes Which are found. with 

a fair degree of frequency among the 1ocial groups and Which have 1ane 

significance in the life organization• of the individuals Who develop 

them. In studying the life of a group it would. be a fallacy to assume 

that those Who observe the code of the group have the attitude hich 

would uphold the code, for the very fact that there it a code indicates 

tha~thare a.re certain attitudes contrary to it wnich the grou would 

prevent from breaking into overt conduct. 

A fre uent error ma.de in consderi:ng 1ocial causation 

is to treat either a value or an attitude as a sole cause. On the contrary, 

a social cause ca.nnot be simple, "but is canpound, and must include both an 

objective and subjective element, a value~ an attitude . Otherwise the 

effect will appear accidental and incalculable, because we shall have to 

search in every particular case for the reasons vtny thil particular 

ind.iviiual or this particular aociety reacted to the given fhenomenon in 

8 this way and not in any other wq. Again, the social situation ii simply 

"the set of values and attitudes with which the individual or the group 

has to deal in a process of activity and with regard. to Which the 
9 

activity is planned and its results appreciated." The springs of action 

when confronted with any situation then be explained, at lea.it a1 

deeply as the social paychologist wishes to dig, by a statement of what 

the value or values ere to the individual and what his pre-established 

attitude toward the values invo~ed. 
e aha.11 not be forced to a.&k: ; 

'Why did thiB value provole in this case such a. reaction?' beca.uae th 

8. bid. p 38:f 
9. ilbid.p 68. 



answer Will be included in the fact--in the pre-existing attitude to 

which thd.s value appealed, Our fact will bear its explanation in it.el!, 

just as the physical fact of the movement of an elastic body B When 

struck by another elastic moving bo~ A bears its explanation in it1elt,n10 

Turning to a more specific conaideration of the 

organization o+ the personality of the individual, e find the author 

taking hit place with mllst of the p1ychoanaly1t1 in reducing all motiv 1 

in the last analyai1 to sex and food hungers. These he believes 

become formulated. into four primary wishes. He states: "In a st~ of 

a particular immigrant group (the poles) I have found that human behavior 

seems to represent four fundamental types of interests or ~iahea--

those connected with the desire for new experience, tho1e connected. with 

the desire for mastery, those connected with the d sire for re co ti on, 

and t hose connected with the desire for safety or security,--recognizing 

of course that all forma of behavior can ventual4' be reducei to the 

two fundamental appetites, :food-hunger and sex-hunger, the one necessary 

to preserve the life of the individual and the dher necesaary to 

preserve the life of the 1pecio1 .n These four wishes, 1omet1me1 given 

in a different praseolggy among the writers works, are 1ocial attitud.et which 

are stated as being determinative of a wida area. of human b avior. The7 

are thus to be •o ~ J regarded as 1pring1 of action repreaenting a 

consolidation of unlearned trends and habits. The four wilhe1 are so 

fundamental to an understanding of Thoma•' scheme of motivation in 

society that they will be considered in some detail, thi• m83 be1t be don• 

by treating them in pair1. 

"Ne· .Experience• and "Security" may ell be treated. 

jointly as they form a natural ambivalence between hich the indiviiual 

10. ibid. p 45 
Suggestions of Modern Science Concerning Education, Herbert s. 

lliam • Thomas 159 
4·22-BM 
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fre'luently swings, going over it may be from month• of meticuloua conduct 

to a wild spree in which the desire for new experience would week it• 

outlet. "We find, indeed, two universal traits manifested in all 

individual attitudes, instinctive or intellectual, which form the 

condiction of both developnent and conv~rvatism." Their simpliest 

rudiments are curiosity and fear." Without cur~osity, that 1•, an 

interest in new 1ituations in general, the animal would not live; to 

neglect the new si tua.tion might mean either that he waa about to be 

eaten or that he was missing his chance for food. And fear with it• 

contrary tendency to avoid. certain experiences for the sake of aecurity 1a 

equally essential to life. • • • These two tendencies in every permanent 

attitude manifest themselves in the rythmica.l form Which consciou1 life 

assumes in every line." The desire for food and upon its aati&faction 

the desire for uninterrupted calm are common examplea. "On a higher level 

these te..'1.dencies manifest themselves with regard to much more complex 

and longer seriea of facta. The desire for stability extends to a vmole 

pe riod of regular alternations of activity and rest from which new 

experiencesare relatively excluded; the desire for ne experience !ind• 

its expression in the break of such a who1e line of regulated. activitie1. 

The situation ia further complicated for the individual by the 

existence in society of institutions and. nonn1 into which he must fit 

hit desires. "The gradual establishment o! a determined relation 

between these aysten1 w~ich constitute together the 1ocial organization 

of the civilized life ot a. group, and individual character ani lit' 

organization in the course of their progressive forma.tion, i1 the central 

problem of the social control of personal evolution. And 1ocial control-

Which, when applied. to per1ona.l evolution, may be called 1 aocial education• 
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manifests itself also in the duality of two oppolite tenlenciea; the 

tendency to suppress in the course of personal evolution. any attitude 

or values which ar~either directly in disharmony with the exi1ting 

social organization---; and the tendency to develop by adequately 

influencing peraonal evolution features of character and scheme• ot 

situations required by the exi1ting social system." Since 1ociety ha• 

gone through a long period of evolution it fol l ows that the fundamental 

tendencies of the individual are generally at outs with the 

fundamental tendencies of social control. "Personal evolution ia al ya 

a struggle between the individual and. society-- a struggle for 1elt-

expression on the part of the individual. for his BUbjection on th part 

of society--and it is in the total course of thi1 struggle th t the 

personality--not aa a static essence• but as a ~c.continual}¥ 
12 

evolving set of a.ctivities--manifests and co atructs itaelf .• 

In this 1truggle the indiviiual. in order to male» 

adjustments which shall glve the largest meaBUre of outlet for hi• 

wishes and. at the time will have the neceuary amount of harmony with the 

group. is constantly defining and redefining lituations a.1 they ar11e. 

Thi• is due to his desire for new experlenc • ".Even the mere fence 

against an aggression disturbing a 1tate of security would be impoa1ible 

without a latent power making the ind.i vidual fac the n w Ii tua.tion 

instead of running away.J.3 The activity of the individual in forming 

new schemes is due on the other hand.. to the motivation of the desire for 

security. "Behavior that i• not achematized.. not generalized.. but ii or 

seems to be different from moment to oment ani in diaaccor.iance ith the 

ju tification. provokes a desire !or a settlsnent. oreover thero are 

alwaya plans to be made for the future requiring a conscious 

12. Vol.111 Poliah Peaaant. etc. pp 33-36 
13. ibid. p 50 
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stablization of the iniividua.l'• own activity,n14 

When we consider the relation o! the individual 

to the community, especially the self-inclo1ei ani atatic camnunity, 

the necessity of the subordination of hi1 intere1t1 to those o! the 

group makes possible two other attitude& which are sent up, "Th ae 

fundamental aocial attitudes are the 4es1re !s;u:_ re1pon10, oorre1ponding 

to the family 1y1tem in the primary group-organization, and the deain 

!.2!. recognition, corresponding to the traditionally standardized. 

systems of social values upon which the aocial opinion of the caamunit7 

bases its appreciations. Tho desire ftr reaponse ia the tendency to 

obtain a direct positive personal reaction to an action who i e object 11 

another individual; the desire for recognition i• the tend.ency to 

obtain a direct or indirect positve apprecation of any action, hat v r 

may be its object. The desire for response is the c ommon 1ooio

psychological element of all those attitudes by hich an individual 

tends to adapt himself to the attitudes of oth r individual1--famil7 

affection, friendahip , aexua.l love, humility, personal subordination and 

imitation, flattery , admirative attachment o! inferior to superior, etc. 

Of course, each of the attitudes indicated by theae tenn1 i• u1JUAll7 

more or leas compound ani contain• other elem nta beaidea the eaire tor 

responae . • Thia may Tary between the moat altruistic ani the moat 

egotistic desires . However, "It i1 clearly an egotiatio attitude and 

yet it oontain1 a minimum of altruistic consierations. It• egotistic 

aide makes it the most general and on the average the atrongest ot all 

those at ti tudea by which harmony ii maintained and di snneion avoid d 

between tha membera of a group; it may be qualified , therefore, as represent 

14. ibid . p 52 
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the lowest possible, and yet precisely, therefore, in the larg ma11 

of mankind, the IIX>st efficient positive type of emotional morality. n15 

On the other hand., the desire for recognition i• & 

part of the attitudes by which the individual seeks the appreciation of the 

group for conforniing hil activities to those the group approves. "it i1 

found. more or leu connected. with other attitudes, in sho ing-ott, priie, 

honor, feeling of self-righteousness, protection t inferiora, anobbilhne 

catobinism, vanity, ambition, etc. It is the most common and. moat 

elementary, and probably the strongest factor puahing the i ndividual to 

realize the highest d.ema.nd.1, lhich the group puts upon personal donduct , 

and, therefore , constitutes probably the primary source of rational 
16 

morality." Thomas 1tates that "such a stabilization and unification 

of character on the ground of desires for re1pon11 and recognition 
17 

becorres more and. more rare with the progr 18 of civilization." 

For in modern society the members of the group are no longer 1Jl in:mediate 

touch with each other, Yet the desire for recognition, especial4', i• 

one of the fundamental springs of action. We aee it "in the deaire for 

ownership, the tendency to control eJVery act of other•, dietatorial, 

consorious and unbearable behavior ..... exerted by more active4' and 

woman more passively, by the latter to the degree of having her ovm WFJ3 

even by simulation of weakness or 1ickneS1-snd finally in luat for 

power , tyranny, political d.espotiam, and in 'ambition', called by Milton 

"the le.st infirmity of noble mind"--the one that 1urvive1 a1 long as he 

18 d.oea .n 

According to tm author most peraonali tie1 tend to be 

15. ibid. p 561 
16. ibid. p 57 
17. ibid. p 58 
18. Suggestions of Modern Scie11ce Concerning Education, p 166f 
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organized into three general classes with an infinite variety ot 

shadings between the main classes or types. These personality type1 

are worked out of the individual temperament and. the atead.ineu with 

which social preesurea are applied. The first t o types Will be 

considered jointly, as they represent in a measure ambival nce1. "The 

Philistine is the individual who adapts his activities completely to the 

prevailing definitions and norma; he chooses tecuri ty at the co t of ne 

experience and. individuality. The Bohemian is un ble to fit into any frame, 

social or personal, becauae hi• life ii 1pent in trying to esca e 

definitions and avoid 1UpPre11iona instead of building up a postive 

organization of ends and attitudes; h has avoided Phili t i niam at the 

cost of character a.mi. success, because he had a. strong personal tendency 

to revolt against s~cial pressures or because the pre1sure1 ~re not 

strong or consistent enough. The Philistine and the Bohemian are 

produced by the social effort to impose upon the individual a lite-

organization and to mold hia character without regard to hi• per1onal 

tendenciea and the line of hi• spontaneous evelopx:ent, and both are 

relative failurea . t 9 The Philistine ia the result ot the effort of 

society to supress all tend.enciee hich aociety regards as d.an roua; the 

individual become• entirely self- sati1fied, 1table and narro • If , 

on the contrary , the suppreasion ia uns ccessful and the rebellioua 

attitudes break out before a sufficiently stable eet .ot contrary 

attitudes i• formed , the individual is unprepared to meet the problems that 

ar1ee, unable to discriminate or to 1ublimate, and an inconai1tent, non

confo:nnht 1 Bohemian type develop1 1 which in it• highest form a1 a.rt11t 1 

thinker, religious reformer, eocial revolutio.iet, Illa..Y ven eucoeed in 

19. Suggestions of ifoiem Scienc Concerning Education, p 179 
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producing, but whose products will alweys lack the internal harmo?l¥ 

and social importance of the true creative type.~ Und.er the modern 

organization of society it ia inevitable tha.t the vast majority should 

drift into one or the other of these tvo types. For the individual who 

accepts the entire aystElll as given is inevitably drifting toward 

hypocricy and de~ routine. He may find himself in entire agre ent with 

a large portion of the system but it ia impo1sible to maintain th t tbe 

ent ire system of cod.es will meet with his predominant aspiration1. 

"Occupational groups tend mor~ and more to exclude from the •Iilere of their 

interests ~thing tha.t is not directly connected with their 'busine11', 

and an i ndividual Who1e character is formed by a. modern pro! uiona.l group 

is the narrowest type of Phili1tine the world has ever seen, pa.rticularly 

21 if the profession itself does not afford much opportunity for developm nt." 

An interesting blend of these t o ty 1 is work out 

in modern society through the di1aociation of per1onality, i111cu11 d 1n 

a previou.a section of thh thesis. Aa the i ividual belongs to ~ 

different groups ea.ch group tries to organize a c rta.in portion of hil 

personality, to develop those attitud s ch ill be a.dvanta eou1 to 

the group. However between these different complexes or group1 ot habit• 

there i a ao ha.:nnony orked out. "An individual ot thil type ii a 

completely different man 1n hil 1hop, in hi• :tsmily, 1th bit bo 

companions, prHerving his balance by di1trib tin hi• int r 1ta bet em 

different social group1, until it 1• 1m 011ibl to und.er1tan how 1uch a 

multiplicity of disconnected, often radical~ co~licting chAracter1, 

can co-exist in what seems to be one personality. Thia i• ne 1tyle o! 

a:>. Polish Peasant, etc. Vol. lll, p 5 
21. ibid. p 60! 
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Philistinism--the Philistinism of the dissociated per onality, amounting 

to a sort of sta~lized Bohemianism.n22 

The creative type of personality, on the other hand, 

is the result of careful discrimination and sublimation on the pa.rt of the 

individual, which can take place only when the social pressures are 

not too severe.and continuous. "The individual spontaneously tries to 

preserve his temperan:ental attitudes, and as he can do thi1 only by 

removing contradictions between attitudes contending for supr macy and 

by sublimating attitudee that can find no expres ion in hi• milieu, and 

since society never gives him all the rea.~ conventions and the hole 

hierarchy of sacredness that he needs, he ia naturally led to creat 

new discrimination• and new valuations, a,n.d beca:nes a creative t~ 

simply by fully developing all of his possibilities. The only task of 

social culture is to prepare him for his creation by teaching him the 

mechanism of discrimination and sublimation in general, and not interfering 

with efforts to preserve all that he is able to presel"'t'e of hi1 
23 

individuality." Le.ck of too severe direction and supervision i• then of 

fundamental importance in creating the ccynamic and productive t ot 

personality, yet the whole 1tre1s of modern education cones upon 

conformity, In fact, "only by a rare concurrence of circumstance• 

individuals Who have thi• high ability of developing without proper 

educational help happen to be left in peace to pursue their own 1elf-ma.de 

lines. And it is no wonder that the 1carcity of creative individual• ha.1 

led to the concept of the geniu1, and high efficiency i• 1till treat d a1 

.24 
a prodigy ." However, the turn 1ocia.l evolution ha• taksn in r c nt tim • 

puid seem hopeful for developing more personalities of the creative type 

22. ibid. p 62 
23 . ibid. p 44! 
24. ibid. p 77 
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both because of the increase of narrow 1pec1al~zation--leaving a larger 

and larger area of interests for the individual to follow but without 

dictation from the group--a.nd. because of the sharp rise in the demand 

for efficiency, even though the efficiency be produced at the cost o! 

conformity. 

One of Thomas' central contentions is that personality 

is not something constant and unchanging,neither i• it the produot--in a 

passive sense--of the values and attitudes about it. It is ever being 

modified by pre-existing social values and it is ever modifying these 

values. Not status but personal becoming is the problem for the social 

theorist for the personality manifests itself not in any given moment 

by only in the course of its total life. He states, however, that th 

activity of the individual upon the purely reflex and unlearned. level 

is not a concern of the social psychologist for there it nothing conscioua 

or purposeful in it. The ind.iviiual must first come to a consciou1 

realization of existing social meanings before the social psychologist i• 
25 

interested in interpreting his attitudes. He holds that reflection i 

necessary and that "reflection arises only when there is disappointn:.ent, 
26 

when new experiences cannot be practically assimilated to the old ones." 

Fina.ll~, consideration of this author and. hit position 

regarding motivation in social control 1hould not be clo1ed ithout a 

statement of his views on social complexe1. The~e is not one social 

complex, he indicates but many and the predominance of a canplex ii not 

only limi~ed by time, but by apace a.ni is incomplete in it• dominance. 

"Moreover, each of the broad complexes which we designat by the term1 

'religion', •state', •nationality•, 'industry', •science', •a.rt•, etc., 

25. ibid. p 23-24 
26. ibid. p 26 
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splits into many smaller ones and specialization and struggle continue 

bet een these. The prevalent condition of our civilization in the 1t 

ani perhaps in the present can thus be characteriz d as that of a plurality 

of rival complexe1 -or echeines each regulating in a defi ite tradition l 

way certain activities and ea.ch contending ~ith other• for 1upremac1 

within a given group. The antagonism bet een eocial stability and 

individual efficiency is under these circumstance• further com licated 

by the conflicting dema.ndl pu.t upon t he indiviiual by th se ifferent 

complexes, each of which tends to organize personal life exclu1ively 
27 

in view of its own pu.rposes." 

No~ the problem of the individual in making 

adjustments to the external world is vastly complicated by the fact that 

he cannot choose to accept or reject certain i:arts of different complexe1 

but social usage forces him almo1t inevitably to choo1e or reject the 

complex entire. Herein lies the force of traiitional com 1 xo1, for 

~hile the individual might eaai ly r j ec t certain tBof the complex 

he dare not reject it altogether. If the in iviiual break• a ingle 

law he i• considered a rebel againet the hole system of state control 

and is, technically at least, outlawed from the group. oreover the group 

is profoundly distrustf'u.l of the innovator ho ishea to stay ithin the 

group. "There are unnumerable examples of indivi uala who began er ative 

activity ith the firm intention of keeping ithin the imit• of the 

traditional schematism and ended by r jecting it altogeth r. Th• 

history of moral ity, of science, of political ani social refo , and 
28 

particularly of religious heresies ia full of such biogra hie1 .~ Al10 

the group Milch bears a traditional complex ia mad.• up of people the 

27. ibid. p 69 
28. ibid. p 73 
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majority of whom tend to the other eitreme, ie., "to the purely 

passive acceptance of the formal elements of tradition ani the repetition 
29 

of oli activities bordering on habit." 

Now the traditional complex once established a high 

degree of emotion attaches to it regardless of its intrinsic merit. 

Eating with a knife causes an emotional outburst in certain group• not 

because of any danger involved, b'1t solely beceuse tradition ha1 decreed 

othezwise. This emotional outburst is intended to be painful to the 

offender and to act as a deterront to further similar conduct. "The 

epitehts, •coward', •traitor•, 'thief', 'bastard', 'heretic', •acab', etc. 

are erief definitions designed to be felt as painful •••• In •hort, 

any definition, however arbitrary, that is embodied in the habits of 

the people is regarded. as right. It wa1, for instance, a custom to burn 

woman in India on the death of their hus ds, ani to strangle them 

in the Fiji islands, and any widow would dsnand thil privileg although 
~ 

she did not wish it. The contrary behavior oul d mean social death." 

29 . ibid. p 73 
~. Suggestions of Moiern Science Concerning Education, 

p 169. 
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John Dewey and Impu11ive Conduct. 

gone 
John Dewey ba1 nofl/ into the physiological tide ot 

motivation in its application to social control though he h&1 

presented a highly illuminating picture of the manner in M:lich conduct 

ia shaped by impulse and habit, or rather by habit and impulae, as he 

puts habit first! We eh.all here con1ider that portion ot hi• treatment 

which seems to bear most directly on the problem in band, that ii, 

hit point of view regarding mot ives and motivation, and hi• arguments 

concerning instinctive or iJDpulaive behavior. Thi• latter Will, 

incidentally furnish an excellent criticism for certain position• 

maintained by McDougall and, to a less extent, by Thomas. 

First, then, regarding motive Which he 1tate1 to b 

"that elElllent in the total complex of a man's activity which, if it can 

be sufficiently stimulated, ill re1Ult in an a.ct having 1pecified 

consequences. And pa.rt of the process ot inten1ifying (or reducing) 

certain elements in the total activity and thus regulating actual 

consequence is to impute these element• to a rson as hi• actuating 

2 motivea.n Dewey calla attention to the result• of allo~ in normal 

motives to be 1uppres1ed as shown in mental pa.thologie• ich re.iui re 

clinical treatment. He states; "The 1tud.ie1 of p1ychiatri1t1 h v mad.• 

clear that impulaes driven into pocket. distil poison ani produce 
3 

festering aores." He alao call• attention to the fallacy of aimpli-

fication by which every act 1pring1 fra:n certain con1ciou1 motiv •· "There 

l. John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, An Introduction 
to Social Psychology pp 89-94. 

2. ibid. p 120 
3. ibid p 164 
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is doubtleu some sense in saying that every consciou1 act ha. an 

incentive or motive . But thia tense i1 as truiatic as that of the not 

dissimilar saying that every a.ct ha.a a cause. Neither 1tatement throw1 

any light on any particular occurrence. It it at moat a maxim hioh 

ad.vises us to search for some othor fact ~ith which the one in question 

m03 be correlated. n4 He states further that "The whole concept of 

motives is in truth extra-psychologi~al. It ia an outcome of the attempt 

of men to influence human action, first that of others, then of a man 

to influence his own behavior. No 1en1ible person thinka of attributing 

the acts of an animal or an idiot to a motive. We call a. biting dog 

ugly, but we don't look for hi• motive in biting.JS 

Here we aee thrown into eharp relief the diltinction · 

between motives and motivation a1 De\ ey u1e1 the term motive, which ii 

the popular sense, and motivation or drive or facilitation as u1ed by the 

psychologists and biologists. The motive to which De ey obj ct1, at 

being a sterile concept for the 1tudent of 1ociety, 11 another exampl 

of the over-simplification of highly complex h\lll82'l behavior. In other 

words the motives p~ upon the 1urfa.ce, at it were, while motivation 

attempt the difficult task of going behind the con1ciout mental proce11e1 

through which the individual con1ciou1ly determines to follo one mod• 

of conduct rather than another. It tries to get at the real spring• of 

action which includes, of courae, much of Which th in iviiua.l is not 

aware at the time he rea.che hi• deciaion. In thi• thesis the t o 

ideas have been allowed. to overlap and the tenn motivation used to cov r 

both as it 1eem1 to the writer a difficult and more or le11 prof1tle11 

4 . ibid.. p 118 
s. ibid. p 119 
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taek to attempt to indicate where one ends and tha other begini. 

Dewey seo1 in motivea a refinement of the ordinary 

reactions of praise and blame. "After a time ani to •ome extent, a 

person teaches himself to think of the results of acting in thi• way 

or that before he acts . He recalls that if he acts thi• way or that •ome 

observer , real or imaginary , will attribute to him noble or mean 

disposition, virtuous or vicious motive.P Moreover, "There 1• no call 

to fulTlish a man with incentives to activity to general. But there i1 

every need to induce him to guide hh own action by an intelligent 
7 

perception of its results." Finally, a motive is "an impulae viewed 

as a constituent '11 a ha.bit, a factor in a disposition. In general 

its meaning is limple. But in fact motives are as numerou1 a1 are 

original impulsive activities multiplied by the diversifi d con1e uence• 

they produce as they operate under diverse condition•·" In the light ot 

the facta how strange seems the notion that th otive of financi&l 

gain is the adequate explanation of economic activity tod.q. Of coura , 

the manner in which work is done bring• to the foreground the enonomio 

reward connected with it. "It exemplifies again our leaiing propolition 

that aocial cuatQns are not direct and necessary con1e u.enc•• of 

speicific impul•e•, but that aocial institutions eni expectation• sbap 
8 

and crystallize impulees into dominant habits." 

Regarding motivation De ey find.a that the great 

fallacy in the popular mind 1a due to the dogma of a unitary aelt ich 

directe all the overt activities of the organism. "There is no one 

re~- ma.deeelf behind activities. Thera are complex, unstable, tpposing 
"I 

6. ibid. p 121 
7. ibid. It 121 
a. ibid. p i22 
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attitudes., ha.bit , pulaes which graiually come to term• 1th on 

another, and a1eume a certain con1iatenoy ot configuration, even tho gh 

only by mean1 of a distribution of inoon1iatenoie1 ich ep1 th m in 

watertight compartments, giving them ee rat urn1 or trick• in action.• 

Much of the confu1ion ii d to popular conceptions attac in to ord.1 

w89n the ord 11elf' ia prefixed to th m. The ord ael! inf ct1 t 

1th a fixed introversion and i1ol tion •••• Pity !ul!il1 an or tea 

a aelf when it 11 directed outward, opening the mind. to ne contact. 

and recept ona. Pity for ulf ithd.ra 1 the mini back into itHlf, 

rendering it1 aubject unable to leani from the buffetin • ot fortune ••• 

Confidence a.1 an outgoing a.ct 1a irectn 11 ani cou..ra in eting the 

fact• of life, tru•ting th to bring 1n1truotion ani 1u port to a 

developing 1elf. Confidence ich terminate• in the 1elf m an1 a 

complacency that ren1.er1 a per1on obtua to in1truction vent1. g 

The true •elf, then, ii in proceu of mak1 ani inclu H a 

incon i1tent 1elve1. For even a ero ~ be capable u n ocoa1ion of 

act1 of kindBe11. Thi• hold• xce er it nat enc•• i itself in a 
10 

sh ll of routin • Al10,th real self, i1 the 1elf in action; a 

dilpo11t1on meant a tend.ency to act, a ti tial energy .iing o q 

opportunity to becom kinetic ani overt. APa-rt fra11 euch ten.1 07 a 
ll 

'virtuo 1 diaJoaiti n' ii either pocril or • lf ceit. 

De y uH1 th t n111 'instinct ' an:i ' pul1 ' 

interchangeably and hi• joint dilcuHion ill be !ollo • her 

ord instinct taken alone," he atates, i1 1ti l too laden 1th the ol 

notion that an in1tinct i• al • definit l1 organii 

hich for the mo1t part ii ju1t What it ii not in h 

9. ibid. pp 138-139 
10. ibid. p 137 
11. 1 bid. p 44 

a.ia t 

b ing1. he ord 
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impulse suggest something primitive, yet loose, undirected., initial. 

Man can progress a.s beasts cannot, precieely becauH ho ha1 so maey 

'instincts• that they cut across one another, 10 tha.t ~ost aervic ble 

actions must be learned. In lea.ming habits it is po1siblo for man to 

learn the habit of learning. Then bette:nnent becanea a con1ciou1 
12 

principle of life." 

The idea is 1tre1aed that tho impulse is of le•• 

impo rtance than the habits v.hich grow out of combination• of impulses. 

"In short, the meaning of native activities is not native; it is 

acquired. It depends upon interaction with a 11&tured social medium. In 

the case of a tiger or eagle,' anger mq be identified. with a servic a.bl 

life-activity, with attac~ and defense." 1th the h'UJil8ll being it is 

meaningless "physical spasm, a blind diapersive burst of wasteful energy. 

It gets f!u&lity, significance, when it becom 1 a amouldering sull nmu, 

an annoying interruption, a peevish irritation, a murderoua revenge, 

blazing indignation. And although those pienc:men.a Which h v & meaning 

spring from original native reaction• to atimuli, y t th y depend alao 

upon the reaponlive behavior of others. • • • They ar habits formed 

under the influence of aHociation With other• Who have habits alread.7 

and Who show their habits in the treatment which convert• a blind 
13 

physical diacharge into a significant anger." Th true m ing of soc 1al 

psychology is then the discovery of thou sivironmental pr uurea hich 

educate original activities into significant di1po1itions. For it i• 

true that "The aame original fear,, angers, love• and hates are hopel 1117 

entangles in the most oppoai te institutions. The thing e n d to know 

is how a native stock has been modified by interaction with different 

12. ibid. p 105n 
13. ibid. p 90 
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environments." 
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Yet unlearned activi tiet ar highly significant in 

social psychology, for, •rmpul1e1 are the pivots upon which the re• 

organization of activities tum, they are agencies of deviation, !or 
l5 

giving new directions to old habits and changing their quality.• 

They rm.y be twisted in a:n.y direction 10 that "Fear mav become C¥bject 

cowardice, prudent caution, reverence for tuperio1 or reapect for equal•; 

an agency for credulous awalling of &b&urd 1uper1ti tions or for wary 

16 scepticism." Thus it comes about that, on the whol , 1ociety it 10 

reticent to make significant change•, for, "among the native activitiet of 

the young a.re tome that work toward• accomod.a.tion, assimilation, 

reproduction, and others that work toward exploration, discovery end 

creation. But the weight of adult custo~a.s be n thro m upon retaining 

and strengthening tendencies toward conformity, and again1t thote which 

make for va.riat ion and independence. • • • The child learn• to avoid the 

thock of unpleasant diaa.greement, to find the easy w~ out, to appear to 

conform to customs which are wholly Iey"sterious to him in order to get hit 

own way--tha.t is to ditplay 1ome natural impulae ithout exciting the 

unfavorable notice of thoae in authority.•7 .And so the cake of cuatom 

hardens until some tudden accu:mul&tion of stre1101, as art or incoming 

barbarians, breaks through it. An old i:ation reaemblea auper!icia.111 an 

old man, yet, "Not the nation but it1 custa:n1 get old. It• instituti • 

petrify into rigidity; there ia social arterial 1clero111. Then 1ome 

people not ov rburd.Sled with elaborate and stiff habit• take up and c rt7 

on the moving proceH of life." No thi• hardening of the oak of cu.atom 

results in an abnormal developnent of the 1niividual, !or,--•rn the career 

14. ibid. p 92 
15. ibid. p 93 
16. ibid. p 95 
17. ibid. pp 97-98 
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ot ~ impulae activity there are 1peaking generally three po1aibiliti •• 
It ma.y find a surging, explosive discharge--blind, unintelligent. 
It may be sublimated--that is, becoir.e a factor coordinated intelligentl7 

with other& in a continuing course of action. Thua a gust of anger may. 

because of its dynamic incorporation into disposition. be converted into 

an abiding conviction of social injustice to be remedied, and furniah 

the dynamic to cary the conviction into execution. Or an excitation of 

sexual attraction ma.y reappear in art or in tran uil domestic attachment• 

and services. Such an outcome represents the normal or desirable 

functioning of impulse; in which •••• the impulse operates aa a pivot. 

or reorganization of habit." Cr failing to get either of these two 

outlets the impul1e may be "suppressed." No "Suppression i• not 

annihilation. •psychic' energy is no more capable of being aboliahed. 

than the forms we recognize as physical. If it ia neither explod d nor 
19 

converted, it turns inwards. to lead a surreptitious, subterranean lite." 

And thia results, which ba.s auch unfortunate--often pathological--

consequences. is brought about mo1t frequently where cus om1 are moat 

rigid, as "the stiffer and more encrusted the cuatoma, the large i• the 

number of instinctive activities that find no regular outlet and that 

accordingly merely await a chance to get an irregular, uncoordinat d 
ro 

manifestation. Routine habit• never take up all the alack. 

It fol l ows then that the place of impulae in conduct may be defin d a1 

follow1: "On one side, it i• marked off from the territory of a.rreated. 

and encrusted h&bita . On the other aide, it i• ds:narcated from the 

region in which impulae it a la unto itself. For although "Impul1 i• 

a 1ource, an indispensabl aource. of liberation;" nevett11lesa it ia on!T 

valuable "as it is employed in giving habits pertinence and freahne11 

21 
for only thus does it liberate po er. 

19. ibid. pp 156-157 
::o. ibid. p 102-103 
21. ibidl p 104-105 
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At the present time it 1eem1 to superficial ob

servation that not too much of rigid habit and cuatom exi t• but too little. 

"The raned.y is eaid to be to return from contemporary fluidity to the 

stable and spacious patterns of a cla&&ic antiquity that obterved law and 

proportion: for 'somehow antiquity is alwa.ye classicJ2 Yet what e have 

is a mild degree of dis•ociation of personality through the loyality of the 

individual to different institution• with different norm• toatering 

antagonistic impulses. The attrition which re1ults may re1ea1e ~ 

impulses for activity outside of any norm. However, restoring old habit• 

is not the W4Y out.":But the remedy lies in the developnent of a new 

morale which can be attained only as r eleas d impulaea are intelligently 

employed to fo:nn harmonious ha.bi ts adapted to one another in a new 

situation. A laxity due to decadence of old habits cannot be correct d b7 

exhortation to restore old ha.bits in their fo:nner rigidity. .EYen t hough 
,,23 

it were abstractly desirable it i• 1mpo1sibl • 

Regarding the clauification of unlearned trend.I 

or pattern• of behavior Dewey eet• forth clearly the fallac1 of the 

instinctivists, previoualy referred to in thi• thesia. a.n h.&1 been 

resolved into a definite collection of primary in1t1nct1 which mB¥ b 

numbered, catalogued,and exha 1tively described. on by one. Theori1t1 

differ only or chiefly as to their Il'UDlber and ranking. Som• ·~ one, 

self-love; some two, egoimn and altriuam; 1ome three, greed, fear and 

glory; while today writers of a more empirical tum run the number 1.lp to 

:fifty and sixty .... Just no another 1implification ia curr nt • All in1tinct1 
' 

gp baei: tp the 1exual, so that cherchez ~ ~ (under multitudinous 

22. ibid. p 129 
23. ibid. p 13' 
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1ymbolic d11gu.i1ea) i• the last ord ot acience with re1pect to the 
24 

analysis of conduct." The list, however, could be lengthened indefinitel1 

depending upon the purpose for which it 1a to be uaed. 

"One of the great evil1 of thi1 artifici&l 

simplification i• it• influence upon aocial acienoe. • • • All 

sociological f a.ot1 are dispoaed of in a few fat volumes as product• ot 

imitation and invention, or of co-operation a.nd conflict. Ethic• rest 

upon sympathy, pity, benevolence. • • • It ii aurpriaing that n can 

engage in the1e enterprise• without being reminded of their ex.act 

similarity to natural science before acientific method wa1 discovered in 

the seventeenth century. i5 What 1a needed, obviou1ly, ii detailed 

studiea regarding the effect of differing environmental pre11ure1 upon 

original h\llll8n nature which i• 1ubject to innu::iere.ble modifications through 

the action of such mechanisms as the conditioned r eflex. The 1tudies of 

• I. Thomas with the Polish peasant i• a promising leai in this direction. 

Just as "Control of physical energies is due to inquiry hich establiahea 

specific correlations between minute elements. It will not be otherwi•e 

with aocial control and· adjust~ent ••• A study of the educative effect, 

influence upon habit , of each definite form ot human intercourse, 1• 
26 

prerequisite to effective reform.• 

The author ground• human c:onduct 1 uarel.y upon 

habitual a.nd impulaive facilitations even a.H rting that th r are no 

aeparate instincts, in the 1enae.of 1epa.rate psychic force • Thu• 

regarding the sex"instinct" or any other aimilar instinct, there are two 

fallacies. •The first con•i•t• in ignoring the fact tha. no activit7 

(even one that is limitei by routd.ne habit) 1a oon!ined to the channel 
25. ibid pp 132-133 
26. ibid. p 148 
24. ibid. pp 150-151. 
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which i 1 moat flagrantly involved in 1tl execution." Th• Whole 

organism is in action. "In the aecond :place, the environment in Which 

the act takes place 1t never tw1ce alike. Even when the overt organic 

discharge ii substantially the 1Sme, the acts impinge upon a different 

environment and thu1 have different consequences." T~•e difference•, 

"are iimrsdia.tely sensed if not clearly perceived; and they are the on~ 
27 

components of the meaning of the act." 

In the conclu1iong of hi• diacU11ion regarding 

impulse the writer states that "Breach it the crust of the cake of 

custom release• impulses; '!:mt it is the work of intelligence ult 

in every moment of in1:peded he.lit. But unleH it it nartured, it 1peedi~ 

dies, and ha.bit and instinct continue their civil warfare." So it co • 

about that "Every moral life ha• its radicalism; but thi• radical factor 

does not find ita full expre• ion in direct action but in the courage 

of intelligence to go deeper than either tradition or iJllnediate im:pulH 

28 
goes." 

27. 1 bid. pp 150-151 
28. 1 bid· pp 170-l 71 



Summary and Conclusion 

As a basis for discussing motivation in social 

control the unlearned pitterns of response in the individual were 

considered with part icular reference to the basi1 of emotions 1n 

physiological functions. Certain experiments on the ductless gland.a 

were sumnarized. especially those of Cannon on the Adrenals, and the 

conclusion was reached that there is a close correlation ex11ting between 

the organic tone of the individual and the secretion& of the ductlesa 

glands. Among implicit responses three well defined types of emotion 

are native while among overt responses the negative conclusion waa reached. 

that the lists of human instincts are in the main mythological. 

Unlearned conduct i• modifiei 1th extraordinal7 

fa.ci li ty in the human being, especially through auch factors aa the 

conditioned reflex. While the extraordinary richneas and. v riety of the 

psycho-social environment result• in carrying the personality far frat! 

its instinctive base. The rapidity with which thi• psycho-aoci l 

environment changes makes impossible the biological adaptation of the 

organism to fit it through hereditary meana. 

The diatancs that the indiviiual in civ1lizeci aociet7 

travels from his instinctive baae results in certain of hia habit 

system• becoming grouped. about an org ic humger, a.1 aex, hile other 

habits become organized about a group of social conventions, Th results, 

~hen the aplit in ha.bit systems seeking different outlets is mild., in 

the •wish' or •complex• , which ia a beginning of diasociation of 

personality. It is through opposed dahea 1eeking outl t that much light 

is thrown upon the psychology of errors. Thu• 1lips of the tongu.e or 
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failure to rans:nber names or placea,wit ani humor, together with 

the dream and daydreams, show how auppressed. wilhes !ind a channel of 

outlet. For those whose imaginations are torpid society furnishes 

such outlets as fairy atories, the movies and cheap literature. In so 

far as these represent sublimated outlets they . are of value while in so 

far as they stimulate a hi€Per degree of dissociation they are worse than 

useless. The advanced stages of dissociation are seen in abnonnal conduct 

in such phenomena as somnamhulisn, automatic writing, hallucination end 

delusion; and in the extraordinary cases of multiple per;onality, sue~ as 

the case of .Ansel Boume. In mrmal behavior a certain degree of 

dissociation is probably inevitable and the significanc6 of this fact 

to social theory ilil very great. 

There are at least three important current• of 

theory regarding motivation in social control: th~t which rests it 

upon the instinct of which McDougall gives the most complete stat ant; 

that which would take over the principle concepts of the psychoanalyat• 

such as the wish, which position is well put by Thomas; and that which 

stressed the force of environment, habit and impulae and this position 

is clearly stated by John Dewey. 

Finally, it rIJa8 be stated th~t every writ r in t 

field of the social sci nc s discua1es or at least aellUllle• a certain 

position regarding motivation in aocial control. It could not be other

wise in any extensive treatise on 1oc1ety from whatever angle approached. 

However, comparatively little is known definitely though volumes have b en 

filled with speculation. Thi• thesi1, when it came to close uarter1 

with the probls:n, could only sift out those concepts in the field hich 

were regarded as more important, and tente.tively present them. A. ide 
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field for sociological experimentation is here revealed , the tee nique 

for Which has not been perfected. ill not experiment• and progreaa 

in this field be be.sic to further advance1 1n social theory? 

4 · 22-8M 
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